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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
Purpose of the stud7»— The purpose of this study is to make a cri-
tical analysis and evaluation of the present leadership of the Boys' Work
Program of the Boston YMCA; to suggest standards for recruiting, training
and supervising leaders; and to make the necessary recommendations to the
proper officials for implementing these standards in the Association's
Boys' Work Program,
Setting of the s tudy.— In ai organization as large as the Boston
Toung Men's Christian Association iriiich has an annual enrollment of about
U0,000 men and boys, the need for leaders for its hundreds of activities
is tremendous. The City-Wide Boys' Work Program which we are studying is
a division of the organization and serves in all its activities each year
about 10,000 boys between the ages of nine and eighteen.
This study is concerned only with the Boys' Work Program and with that
portion of it which is centered in the clubs, classes, teams and special
interest groups of various activity centers of the Boston YMGA,
These centers include three Branches with buildings - Charlestovm,
Hyde Park and Huntington Avenue; one community Branch without building,
Dorchester Center; and three neighborhood-centered programs conducted on
an extension basis from the office of the City-Wide Boys' Work Board -
-1-
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2Allston-Brighton, Roslindale-lffest Roxbury, and Outer Roxbury, a bi-racial
project. This entire Boys' Work Program is referred to as the T Boy Associ-
ates.
The procedure.— Tiro main steps were taken in the process of making the
study. First, "Uie writer interviewed Boys' Work Secretaries to discover wha1
the leadership policy was in each center in regard to goals, standards,
leadership loads, processes of leadership enrollment and methods of training
including svq>ervision. A complete roster of the leaders was con5>iled giving
the essential information in regard to the leader's age, his education, his
club assignment, hours of service per week, and his total years in leader-
ship service.
The second step, the appraisal of the leadership itself, was undertaken
in two ways: (1) Tht leaders of boys groups were invited to indicate by
checking, on a prepared schedule, activity items which were included or
might well be included in their club programs, and (2) Objective ratings on
88 of these leaders were obtained from 11 supervisors on selected qualities
of leadership incorporated in a rating scale*
r
CHAPTER II
THE HISTORT AND OBJECTIVES OF BOTS' WORK IN THE BOSTON YMCA
The History of Boys' Work
The early foundations,—- The Young Men's Christian Association, foun-
ded in London in iQhhf was brought to this country in late iS^l, The Bos-
ton TMGA was established in the latter part of that year. The Association
was originally organized to meet the religious demands of young men, but
it soon begsui to contribute to their social, educational and recreational
needs. Althou^ work in the beginning with boys was not recognized as a
distinct responsibility, the Association became, with the establishment
of the first Boys' De^jartment in Salem in 1869, virtually the first agency
of its kind to accept this responsibility for working with younger-age
boys. From one of the comparatively recent YMCA publications on Boys'
Work,-^ this historical statement is made.
Until 1910 when the Boy Scout movement was introduced
into America, primarily under YMCA auspices, the work of
the Association for boys, both in the numbers participating
and the breadth of interests dealt with, was easily first.
In fact, except for a few specialized agencies dealing with
narrow areas of boy life and limited number of localities,
the Association held the field alone. During the early
decades of its service, there were no proven ways of deal-
ing with boys in this spare-time area. The Association,
consequently, had to pioneer its own methods.
1/ Boys, Ap Effective Means of Sound Social Progress ^ The Association's
Youth Clubs Monograph, Boston YMCA, 19^0, p, ?•
-3-
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The Association, in arriving at its present status in group work,
went throu^ some very definite stages of derelopment which were in har-
mony with the times. For instance, from the date of its beginning to 1910,
the emphasis was on religious work, with Bible study classes, church atten-
dance and religious meetings*
From 1900 until 192$, emphasis was placed on standardized programs un-
der which small groups were organized with standard names, emblems, activi-
ties and awards. In Canada, IMCA Boys' Work was promoted through the
"Christian Citizenship Training Programs." About 1925, when Religious
Education was reaching its highest peak, the YMCAs in the United States
shifted their emphasis to what is now called "Group Education." Tests
were discarded, a new philosophy developed and materials created to meet
the needs of those who were working with youth.
Growth of group work .— The Fourth North American Assembly of TMCA
Workers with Boys^ told an impressive story in regard to the growth of
group work in the liiited States and Canada. In 1925, there were 6,217
groups with a membership of 130,000 boys. Only five years later, in 1930,
there were lli,602 groups enrolling 300,000 boys. These figures indicate
an increase of nearly 150 per cent in groups and enrollment.
This rapid growth placed upon the Association, in all its units, the
necessity of recruiting hundreds of group work leaders. A few Associations
began at once to experiment in this approach, but the Boston Assocation,
1/ YMCA Boys' Work - A Preliminary Report of the Nation-ATide Study of YMGA
Boys' Work . National Council Boys' Work Committee, New York, 1932, p. 69.
rc
in its Boys' Work Program, was the "first Association Boys' Division to
organize itself on the so-called »club basis.'" One of its historical docu-
ments--' has given this description:
Ubder this arrangement the membership is organized into
small clubs under trained adult leadership. These clubs
are then encouraged to plan and carry out \inder their own
officers but with the advice and counsel of the adult
leader, programs of activities in which the bc^s of the
club are interested to effect significant achievement. In
this process they acquire the motives and skills that go
with group life and prepare themselves for corporate and
community living when they come to full citizenship. This
method of work with boys has since come to be known as
•Groi^) Work' and is today the characteristic method of
most social agencies that work witfi boys.
This change which was made in Boston in the early 1920 »s laid the
foundations on which the Association has built a continuously expanding
program of Group Work with boys until now this group educational program
of the T Boy Associates?/ finds expression each year in the life of more
than 150 boys' club units which meet regularly throughout the year and
carry on their boy-inspired activities in the spirit of a democratic pro-
These clubs offer to boys, under conditions which are favorable to
their needs, the opportunity to plan their own programs under the guidance
of a sympathetic adult. The IMCA's part in the club program is to pro-
vide the physical equipment, club rooms, gymnasium, swinming pools and
camps* It also makes available program materials and suggestions as well
as supervisory assistance by its professional staff members.
cedure.
1/ After Eighty-Five Years . Monograph, Boston YMCA, Boston, 1936, p. 7.
2/ Y Boy Associates . Pa^hlet, Boston YMCA, Boston, 1937, p. 5.
r
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In short, boys and the organization work together in keeping with the
best principles and practices of modem education for the purpose of helping
boys understand their environment and in it to develop a useful and happy
pattern of living. The extent to which these objectives are realized de-
pends in an overwhelming sense on the kind of leadership recruited for the
task.
Philosophy and Objectives of Boys* Work
Principles of organization.— Throu^out its long history, the YMCA
has followed two very important principles. Organizationally, it has built
its structure on the principle of local autonomy. Functionally, it has
carried out its program on the principle of lay participation. The YMCA
±e known as a lay organization. From its beginning, it has depended on
the services of laymen, Owen E, Pence,^ YMCA historian, says:
The loung Men's Christian Association was, during its
first decades, a movement of younger Christian laymen em-
bodying significant principles in the history of organized
religious effort. There was neither precedent for nor
thou^t of any other than a direct participant relation-
ship in the early Association by the young men themselves,
both as regards what was done and its control.
Although very early in its life as a Christian movement among young
Ben it found it necessary to employ workers who first were called "librar-
ians" and later "secretaries," the number of laymen in proportion to pro-
fessionally paid staff people was very great. For instance in the annual
report^ of the Boston Association for 19hl> in the seven activity centers
being studied, there were 872 laymen - 773 on Boards, Committees and
1/ Owen E. Pence, The YMCA and Social Need, Association Press, New York,
1939.
! 2/ Historical File, 19k7.
cc
7CoTincils and 99 volunteers working in scores of relationships, Ihe on-
going full-time paid staff ninnbered 26»
The place of volunteers - laymen - in the field of leadership in the
Boys* Work Program of the Association has been the backbone of its progress.
Because of the limited budgets and small professional staffs, the program,
especially that of extending into new areas and creating new groups would
be practically impossible were it not for the services of devoted lay people
who give countless hours to leadership in various projects. The way in whichl
the Association is able to recruit, train and supervise new leaders will de-
termine always the extent to which it will grow in bringing its services to
the youth of the community. This is one of the paramount obligations of the
Movement and especially is this true in the field of B<ys' Work 1*1ich we are
considering.
We must here make clear the kind of leadership needed to make effective
the group education approach to work with boys as the YMCA has sought to
practice it for the last quarter of a century, Bogardu says about leadeiM
ship in general:
Leadership is a group phenomenon. It is a product of group
life. It is an outgrowth effecting changes in group values.
Whenever a social value is attacked, its outstanding opponent
is likely to be elevated into leadership. Its ablest defender
may also be selected as a leader but by a different group of
persons, A person thus becomes a leader when he acts in a
superior way in an attack upon or in defense of a social value.
Thus conservative and radical leaders arise simultaneously
as phases of group life.
Whitehead^ also en5)hasizes the need of skilled leadership when he says;
1/ Emory S, Bogardus, "Leadership", Leaders airi Leadership , Appleton-
Century Company, New York, 193U, p,
2/ T. N, Whitehead, "The Evolution of Modem Leadership", Leadership in a
n:ee Society . Harvard Ifoiversity Press, Cambridge, 1936, pp. 6b-69.
f
So leadership in its form has certainly wellnnarked
I
characteristics whether it be found in industry, among
[j
primitive tribes, or in the cities of modern society. In
the first place, the leader is selected by the joint in-
clinations of the candidate himself and of the society or
group of which he is a member• Secondly, he is selected
for his skill in specific activities^ This skill in a
simple community is usually a manual technical skill.
Thirdly, the exercise of the given skill, and the objec-
tive promoted, accord with the social sentiments of the
group.
Although this particular process of choosing leaders would more often
be seen in adiilt groups than in clubs of boys, it is true that boys often
choose their own officers and boy leaders within the group in this fashion.
It is perhaps more commonly seen within the so-called "gang" than in what
we understand as fellowship groups.
Evolution of group theory.— In this thesis, however, the writer is
concerned not with the boy leader but with the kind of leader who is al-
ways an older person than the members of the group itself and who, by his
acceptability to the members, becomes one of the group. He takes on the
role of a sympathetic advisor and counselor who helps plan with the other
embers the activities and programs of the group. Just as in YMCA ter-
inology the group differes from a class, so the group leader sustains a
different relationship to the group than does the teacher to his class.
This difference is quite clearly seen in the definitions set forth in the
publication of the Fourth North American Assembly of YMCA Workers with
Boys,^
A group is a nimber of individuals associating together for
I
the piirpose of furthering some mutual interest or interests
1/ YMCA Boys*Work - A Preliminary Report ef the Nation-Wide Study of YMCA
Boys' Work. National Council Bc^s» Work Committee, New York, 1932, p, l6,
I
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Triiich involve a process of interrelation between persons,
A class is distinguished by a program of instruction ar-
ranged by a teacher or by a teacher and class, usually made
up of unrelated individuals,
A team is distinguished by organization for competition
in a^given sport.
In the li^t of these distinctions, the YMCA Boys' Work in Boston,
designated as the Y Boy Associates,^/ declares its purpose to be: To help
boys develop a useful and happy pattern of living through understanding
and applying -Uie principles of democracy and religion and
It believes that keeping boys off the street is good -
but not good enough; that helping boys pass tests of achieve-
ment to gain merits is good - but not good enough; that teach-
ing boys athletic and other skills is good - but not good
enough* The only program that is good enougji is the one
irhich helps a boy achieve happiness for himself, bring satis-
faction to his parents and friends, and acquire the traits
of a Christian citizen.
Effective leadership for group work.— A kind of leadership which un-
derstands the principles and practices of group education is needed for this
kind of program. It is well stated by the Settlement Boys' Work-^ leaders
"Who declare in their manual:
....groi:^ activity is recreation and is valuable as such
....and it is an educational process. Club work differes from
other foims of education, however, in the inqsortance which ihe
group plays in the process. One of the important principles
of education is that the most successful learning is that
Trtiich takes place in natiiral situations in life itself for
life today is essentially a group life.
The Boston YMCA^ believes strongly that this position is well taken:
1/ Y Boy Associates. Pamphlet, Boston YMCA, Boston, 1937, pp. 2-3.
2/ John M, Kingman and Edward Sidman, A Manual of Settlement Boys' Work,
National Federation of Settlements, 1935* pp. 16-17
o
3/ Leaders Manual for the Association Boys' Clubs. Boston YMCA, 1937-38,
ir
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In all these experiences, the leader must learn to be an
influence for the most worthy objectives and the most effec-
tive means. He must represent the best experience of the
past in the discussion of ends to be chosen by the groi^
and the ways of gaining these ends. He must make his own
way, as a powerful influence, with the group because of his
experience and abilities* Occasionally, and only temporarily,
he may have to enforce his own judgments upon the club# When
he does this, however, he must be aware of the fact that he
weakens to a certain degree his influence with the boys and
therefore for a time retards them in their own self-determined
methods of growth.
Since the philosophy of effective group work dictates the democratic
appi\>ach, the YMGA seeks to impress its leaders wi-Wi this point of view.
In its practices, it recognizes the various categories which SlavsoiJ/
describes as the coir5)ulsory group, motivated group, and the various kinds
of voluntary groups, such as the socially or culturally homogeneous, multi-
activity, special interest and therapy. Most of the YMGA groups fall under
the classification of the socially homogeneous group.
In one of his more recent books, Slavson,^ in speaking of leadership,
stresses the importance of education for democracy and draws a sharp con-
trast between democratic and autocratic leadership of groups:
In an autocratic group there is really no leadership for
the relation is one of domination and submission. Democratic
leadership implies mutual participation, acceptance, and res-
pect. In working with social club groups in a manual activity
or physical education one cannot confine himself to one "type
of leadership only as laissez faire, democratic or autocratic.
A leader has to adjust his role to the needs of a specific
situation that would help individuals and the group in their
movement toward higher and more integrated forms of expression.
Association Press, New York,
2/ S, R, Slavson, Recreation and the Total Personality . Association Press,
New York, 19li6.
i
A, J, Gregg^ has simplified leadership designations by referring to
them as third, second and first-class leaders* The third-class leaders
are least skillful even after years of experience and do only those assign-
ments which can be done comfortably within a given time* Second-class
leaders use a stereotyped program outline and adapt it here and there so
that it will be of interest to the group* The first-class leader is one
who wants to find out all there is to know about boys and is continually
studying the laws of learning.
When all these categories have been set down and gradations of leader-
ship declared, we still have to give weight to that factor of leadership
which is so hard to define or measure. It is this quality of personality
that makes some leeiders better than others and which, if lacking, makes
training and direction seem almost fruitless* It is pointed in an edi-
torial, "Leadership is Influence, ,2/ that:
Leadership is an inner human quality and is best defined
by the word influence. Leadership is a human quality which
being part of one's personal make-up is not transferable to
others, cannot be acquired by anyone else, nor can it be taken
away by any condition or set of circumstances* The editor is
not very optimistic about training of leaders. He says: 'we
can do nothing about the inner personal leadership qualities
that one may or may not have. The real difficulty in train-
ing for leadership position lies in the selection of candi-
dates who we think have such inner qualities.
'
If this is true, then this makes the problem confronting the YM3A. and
other youth agencies especially acute* How can they obtain leaders who
are equipped personally to achieve the objectives? Do the objectives have
1/ A, J. Gregg, "Leaders", Group Leaders and Boy Character * Association
Press, New York, 1927, pp* 1-6.
2/ "Leadership is Influence." Editorial, Youth Leaders Digest . Youth
Service, Inc* (May, 19li6).
c
to be toned down because the leadership to bring this about is inadequate
or can we through larger investments of mon^, time for supervising and
recording of experience bring about better selective and intake processes
>
better training on the job and supervision, and guarantee a leadership
worthy of the aims of the program? This thesis aims to provide date which
partially answers this question.
r
CHAPTER III
THE NATURE AND USE OF RATING SCALES
The Rating Scale Movement
Its development >— In a study that rests so heavily on rating instru-
ments, it is desirable to indicate the progress that has been made since
Francis Galton first made use of them in his study of inheritance of mental
characteristics.
The rating scale movement as pointed out by Freemani/ has a long his-
tory with an increasingly large number of rating scales and the tendency
has been to-vrard more objective ratings, specialization of raters and objec-
tive standards of comparison. All this has lead to higher reliability
and validity of the scales constructed,
Galton, in his study, made use of the questionnaire and soon after
this, Karl Pearson in 1906 formulated a method of calciilating correlations
nhich were used in the field of mental tests. He rated judgments at dif-
ferent levels on the scale. V/illiam Stem followed Pearson by making a
stucfy of intellectual characteristics of prominent men. He used the bio-
graphical and questionnaire method to analyze the capacities of these men.
The next advance in rating scale techniques came during the first
World War when the Amy developed their own rating scales to determine men
1/ Frank N. Freeman, Ph.D., Mental Tests, Their History, Principles and
Application
.
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1926, p. 31*.
-13-

capable of continuing as soldiers. Following this case the Graphic Rat'
ing Method irtvLch originated in the Scott Company laboratory in 1920.
Classification of scales After 1920 there T»as rather extensive ex-
perimentation in rating techniques* Weis^ classified rating scales in
the following manner:
1. Ranking Scales ifhich involve the grading of subjects or traits
in some order of merit such as from best to worst
.
2. Scoring Scales which involve placing a subject or trait in its
appropriate position on a scale of steps already defined.
(a) Scoring Scales involve a choice from two or more
possibilities under each item on the scale having
a total composite score of desirable or undesirable
ratings. Among these are:
(1) Paired coiiQ}arisons - each person ccsHpared
with each other
(2) Questionnaire scale
(3) Multiple choice scale
(U) Multiple choice questionnaire
(b) Wei^ted scoring scales
(1) The point scale
(2) One paired comparison scale
(3) The aan-to-nan scale
(U) The frequency scale
i$) The graphic scale
rtdnciples of selection.— With this great variety of rating and scor-
ing techniques, some basic principles have to be kept in mind in selecting
Laberta A. Weis, "Rating Scales", Psychological Bulletin (March, 1933)
:l85-208.
'
. X&oa to nc:
the type of rating scale to be used, Campbell-' points out in her thesis
that:
An instrument for eraluation should be (1) comprehen-
sire in scope, (2) flexible in nuniber of items to be measured,
(3) considerate of both tangible and intangible outcome, (U)
cognizant of what has happened to the learner himself, (5) con-
siderate of general as well as specific items and of the play
of interrelationships among items, (6) extensive enou^ to
be ralid and brief enou^ to be practicable, (7) designed
for use at stated interrals in the pre-service period to gire
direction and amount of growth,
Monroe?/ asserts that adeqiaate rating scales should have:
(a) Traits which are most amenable to rating,— A trait
is considered amenable to rating when competent
judges tend to agree on their evaluations,
(b) The best number of scale steps or points from which
most observers can discriminate in making the usual
ratings,— No hard and fast rule can be laid down
for the number of units or steps on a rating scale.
Too few steps give coarse ratings because the ob-
server is not given opportunity to exercise fully
his powers of discrimination. On the rating of
himian traits, seven steps yield optimal reliabili-ty
and more than seven steps yield an increase in
reliability that is slight,
(c) Reliability and validity for various educational pur-
poses ,— Reliability of ratings may be increased by
pooling the judgment of a number of persons and
validity increases with the objectivity of the trait
or object rated. For mai^y traits three or more in-
dependent ratings should be obtained,
(d) Consideration of the halo effect upon rating,
—
The halo effect is likely to influence the ratings
of a trait not easily observable or not clearly
defined such as t^ose functioning in reactions
with other people. Ratings of the so-called "Traits
of Character" or of personality traits of teachers
are likely to involve a halo effect,
1/ S. Elizabeth Campbell, A Study of Rating Scales for Student Teaching,
Uk^ublished thesis, Boston University School of Education, 19U2, p, 52,
2/ Walter S. Monroe, Editor, Encyclopedia of Educational Research, Prepared
under the auspices of the American Research Association, The MacMillan
Company, 19lil, p. 888,
c
Idmitatlons of Ratlmg Scales
Measurement of personalily traits.— One of the outstanding limita-
tions of the use of the rating scale exists in the measurement of person-
alitj traits ; according to Monroe^ nho says:
Since total personality often appears too complex for
measurement much effort has been ejqpended in breaking it
jxp into elements which can be more easily studied ••••
Many have argued that personality is a compound of specific
habits or learned re^onses to specific situations. How-
ever, most statistical and obserrational studies indicate
some tendency to a clustering of specific attributes as well
as some consistency in response under different stimulating
conditions.
Allport^ says, that with the exception of a few traits, personality
may be defined as the individual's characteristic reactions to social
||
stimuli, and the quality of his adaptation to the social feature of his
I
environment.
I
Schwesingei^ in speaking of measuring personality, indicates
]
That American psychologists have not definitely clarified
I
their conception of personality before plunging into the task
I of measuring it* Attes^ts at analyzing personality through
I
tests have yielded an almost chaotic array of results. The
only common element in the various researches is a realization
of the enormous difficulty of the problem.
However, Uonro^ is more optimistic in pointing out that technical
' advances in personality study have been made. Further progress depends
I
1/ Walter S. Monroe, op, cit., p. 288.
2/ F. H. AUport, Social Psychology. Houston, Mifflin Company, Boston,
3/ Gladys C. Schwesinger, "Heredity and Environment", The Measurement of
Personality, p. 95
: U/ Walter S. Monroe, op. cit., p. 788.
II
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T:5>on the refinement of observations and in the synthesis of observed data
on the individtial being studied*
The importance of this subject of the measxirement of personality to
this thesis lies in the fact that often the effectiveness of leaders in
groi^ work such as the writer has described is based on some peculiar per-
sonal quality of leadership which current forms of rating scales fail to
measure*
Halo, a limitation factor in personality measurement*-— IVhat is called
Halo Effect seems to appear more frequently in measuring personality when
the rater knows fairly well the one being rated* The rater's general im-
pression of some particular trait is a favorable one and there is a tendefiey
to give undue emphasis to the desirable and to underestimate the undesir-
able* This tendency of allowing one's general estimate to affect his rat-
ing of specific traits may be due to several factors such as the measuring
instrument itself, the personality, intelligence and the ability of the
rater*
Douglas and Boardmani/ deal with the subject as follows:
The ability of the rater's skill in evaluating traits
and his experience, education, and prejudices will also
condition the rating •••• Furthermore raters tend to be
affected by their general opinion of the individual, so
that this general judgment or evaluation spreads to the
judgment of individual items and makes the judgment of
each similar to the others* This halo effect prevents
discrimination in judging individual items and tends to
make the profile of the teacher being rated on the items
a strai^t liac*
i/ Harl R* Doublass and Charles W, Boardnan, Supervision in Secondary Scbooils
Houfi^hton, MifHin Company, Boston, 19Uhs P» 2lI5t
f(
Since we are inclined to judge others in terms of a general mental
attitude toward them, we defeat one of the main purposes of the rating
scales, namely, that of finding out the person's relative strength and
weakness*
Many investigators have more or less accepted the halo effect as a
necessary evil and agree that the evidence against it is rather thin. In
fact, Bingham and Moor^/ feel that the halo has a positive value in per-
sonality measurement.
but even after interviewers have been conditioned
against allowing general impression to masquerade in the
guise of specific trait ratings, after they have been
trained in drawing out and noting behavior indicating the
traits to be appraised, and after due allowance has been
made for the positive correlations known to exist between
favorable traits, there still remains a correlation be-
tween overall evaluation of the person and specific trait
ratings - a halo which cannot and sho\ild not be eliminated
because it is inherent in the nature of personality in the
perceptual process and in the very act of judgment.
Reliability and Validity of Rating Scales
Objective criteria.— There must be objective criteria on which per-
^mance ratings may be made. Unless these criteria exist, those who seek
to prove validity soon find themselves in difficulty. Strang?/ indicates
that the general value of rating scales depends chiefly upon the following
factors:
1, The ability of the raters to observe accurately^
2. The developmental significance of the items rated;
1/ Walter Van I^yke Bingham and Bruce Victor Moore, "First Principles", How
to Interview
. Harper Brothers, Publishers, New York, 1931, pp« 15-16.
2/ Ruth Strang, "Rating Scales", Counseling Technics in College and Secon-
dary School
.
Harper Brothers, New Tork, 1937, pp« llO-JlIZ
c
3. Adequacy of the sampling of behavior observed;
U* A reasonable number and kind of It&as on iriiich
judgment is to be made*
She goes on to say that:
Investigations relating to rating scales, published
prior to 1930, analyzed the reliability and validity fac-
tors and thereby greatly increased the mechanical features
of the technic. More recently emphasis has been placed
on the importance of selecting the items on rating scales
with reference to their value as educational objectives.
Attention has been shifted scmewhat from the mechanical
aspects of scale construction to the improvement of obser-
vation which is basic to effective rating.
Driver^ insists the problem is one of ascertaining that the ratings
actually measure irtiat they are presumed to measure* Tliis is the most dif-
ficult factor in the whole procedure, Remmers^/ continues this point in
I
defining reliability as the accuracy with which a meas\iring instrument
measures whatever it does measure and validity as the extent to which the
instrument measures what it purports to measure,
Strang^ says that there are four conditions that affecft the relia-
bility and validity of ratings. They are the traits which are rated, the
individuals who are rated, the persons doing the rating, and the relation-
ship between the one being rated and the rater. Better instructions to
raters, which would help them to secure more accurate knowledge of those
being rated would greatly improve the rating procedure and give it more
reliability and validity.
1/ R« S, Driver, "A Case Histoiy in Merit Ratings", Personnel, (19U0),
16:19,
2/ H, H. Remmers, "Reliability and Halo Effect of High School and College
j
Students •Judgments of Their Teachers'", Journal of Applied Psychology ,
193U, p, 18,
3/ Roth Strang, op, cit., pp, 108-109.
r
All these principles just stated have been kept in mind by the writer
in working out the nature and use of the instruments necessary for study-
ing the leadership of Boys* Work in the Boston YMCA. Most of the litera-
ture in rating scales and devices has dealt almost exclusively with teach-
ing efficiency. There seems to be no rating scale which deals adequately
with the phases of appraisal covered by this study, namely, those of ex-
amining the leader's own understanding of his job and the evaluation of
his skills as a club leader. Original experimentation, based on adaptation
of existing instruments, was made which resulted in the creation of the
devices used for providing the material out of which the evaluation has
been made.
rc
CHAPTER IV
THE CONSTRUCTION AND USE OF THE INSTRUMENTS
The Inquiry Eterm for YMCA Group Leaders
Its purpose and u8e.«~ Through this instrument, the writer sought to
discover the concept that the leaders had of the work they were doing and
to get suggestions for new activities which they might undertake with
their groups*
It should be noted at the outset that the form which was used could
be referred to as a self-evaluating instrument only in the sense that the
leaders recorded their own understandings concerning grov^ activities. It
is not a self-rating scale on which leaders are asked to make judgments of
themselves as to the kind of leaders they are« The primary purpose is for
them and ultimately their supervisor, to discover ways in which their work
can be improved* It is the kind of rating similar to that used scmetimes
lay school officials for the rating of teachers* Douglas and Boardmani/
place quite a bit of importance on this kind of recording when they say:
One of the most important supervisory values of rating
is the stimulation of critical study of teaching and teach-
ing problems* Self-rating by the teachers is one of the
most significant and valuable means of attaining this end*
In^rovement in teaching rests upon self-criticism and self-
evaluation.
1/ Harl R. Doufelaasand Charles W* Boardman, op* cit*, p. 2^1*
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The ultiiuate goal of the writer was to produce a check-list that iras
as objective as possible so that judgments could be made honestly and ac-
curately. Preliminary testing of the device with groups of leaders as well
as with individuals gave her an opportunity (1) to introduce the check-list
itself, (2) to show leaders how to use it, and (3) to get suggestions fr®M
I
them for improving it* From time to time the leaders made changes in the
j
nuaber and wording of the questions, Strangi/ points out that "this pro-
I cess tends to give more reliability to the self-ratings or judgments be-
cause of the importance of having a number of different factors and a clear
understanding of the conditions under which the judgaents are made," The
participation 1^ leaders themselves in making up the check-list was, there-
I
fore, very valuable
jl
Steps in list construction,— The first list used presented 20 dif-
I
ferent items* Leaders were asked to rate these items on the basis of how
important they felt them to be in relation to their work as leaders of a
Ij
club, class, team or special interest group. The ratings were; (1) very
important, (2) not too important and (3) not in^ortant at all. This check-
j
list was used a selected group of leaders. Their criticism of it was
that the items had not been well chosen, Mai^r of them were also poorly
•\
worded,
1
This list was revised and althou^ the number of items was increased
only by one, the wording of many of the items was improved greatly. An-
other Improvement was mside by providing a column on the left-hand side of
the page in which the leaders checked the statements which they felt best
1/ Ruth Strang, op, cit,, p. 102.
r
described their work. On the right-hand side of the page, they were asked
to check the effectiveness of their work during the past year \mder the
headings: (1) very well, (2) not too well and (3) not at all. This check-
list was presented to a college class studying "Leadership of Boys»" The
students made some very constructive suggestions concerning the wording of
the items and the method of evaluating them. This made further corrections
necessary and finally brought about an entirely different approach.
On the new device, leaders were asked not to indicate their effective-
ness in carrying on programs but to check (1) the activities actually in-
cluded in the club program, (2) the activities which they would like to in-
clude, (3) the activities which they felt they could handle better if they
had help from their supervisors, and (k) activities not pertinent to program,
This device was used with a selected group of ten experienced leaders.
They made some minor corrections and criticisms and one important addition.
At the conclusion of the Inquiry Form, each leader was given an opportunity
to set down additional items which he now had in his program or which he
thought he should have. Prom this draft, the final Form was made from which
the findings are drawn for the study in this thesis of the work of 88
leaders.
Methods of administering Forig,— In only a few instances did the writer
herself give the instructions and administer the check-list directly. The
great majority of the scale were administered by the Boys* Ylork Secretaries
of the Centers of the Boston TMCA who received either verbal or written
instructions from the yrriter and in turn passed on the instructions to the
leaders. In this process, some of the direct enthusiasm for the project
r
Ij as well as clarily of expression was lost. The ways in which the check-
' list was given varied. Some of the secretaries gave them to the leaders
in staff meetings and had them filled in immediately under their direction.
Others gave them to individuals who filled them out on their oim time and
! turned them in later. In some instances, the instruments were mailed to
individual leaders and returned directly to the writer.
I
Obviously there were limitations in this process. The fact that the
1 instructions were handed on from person to person lead to some confusion
i
and lack of clarity. Also, because of quite a number of leaders having
been in service only a short period of time, they did not have as clear an
I
understanding of nhat was expected of them as did those who had been in
service a number of years.
j
I
Supervisory Rating Scale
||
Characteristics of scale used,*— From the various san5)lings of rating
jj
scales reviewed by the writer, it seems that our scale resembles, more
! nearly than any other, the Graphic Rating Scale described by Freyd.i^ The
:l
' advantages of this device are:
I 1* It is interesting and requires little motivation of the
rater.
2. It is quickly filled out.
3« It is singly and easily scored.
li. It enables the rater, nevertheless, to make his dis-
crimination as fine as he cares, although this dis-
crimination is lost if a scoring stencil of only a
few points is used.
1/ Max Freyd, "The Graphic Rating Scale", Journal of Educational Psychology^
j
Vol. lU (February, 1923) p, 9h.

5« The descriptive terms aid the rater in that they
make the various degrees of the trait more concrete.
The chief peculiarity of the Graphic Scale is the undivided line upon
which the rater makes a check to correspond to his estimate of the trait
being scored. The points on the scale are labelled with descriptive words
or phrases to clarify the exact nature of the traits to be rated.
There are many uses of the Graphic Rating Scale set davm by Freyd.i/
These are:
1, As a criterion in evaluating tests of personality.
2. As a criterion in evaluating vocational tests.
3» For measuring test responses.
k» For rating applicant for position on traits which
are at present impossible of objective measurement.
5, For rating improvement in an employee.
6, For vocational guidance,
7, As an aid in analysis and the avoidance of snap
judgment.
In our Supervisor's Rating Scale, each question of the instrument was
set up on a five-point scale ranging from the lowest on the left to the
highest on the extreme right. The rater was asked to check the number
which best described the rates. In all, there were sixteen checkings of
this kind to be made, eleven of them on the traits mentioned above and the
remaining five in relation to program. Below each statement was a line on
which the rater was asked to give evidence to support his rating. On the
1/ Max Freyd, op. cit., p. 9h»

right of the paper in a vertical col\mn, the rater was adced to make a
I
check against the question if he had not had sufficient opportunity to ob-
serve the leader*
After all the questions on the scale had been checked^ the rater iras
asked to give (a) his overall rating of the leader and (b) the kind of
help Trtiich he felt the leader needed to improve the quality of his work.
Description of the rating process .— The raters in all cases were
i: Boys' Work Secretaries with the exception of the Huntington Avenue Branch
iriiich had on the staff three part-time student workers with ST:5>ervis©ry
I
responsibilities. Althou^ these particular men had been with the staff
;i
I
a ^ort time^ they did an excellent job.
The instruction to the supervisor was brief and concise and appeared
at the top of the rating scale before the series of questions to be checked
However, the writer, through personal conferences with the supervisor, gave
{ further instruction verbally in how to use the rating scale. The items
in the scale were discussed and explained and the supervisors were particu-
larly cautioned to be as thorough as possible in their scoring. It was
generally agreed that it would take a little longer to fill out a form of
this kind than the usual Graphic Rating Scale because of the line provided
here for supporting evidence.
mien the total job of evaluation had been completed, the author had
secured from each leader his understanding of his responsibility and from
his supervisor an opinion regarding the leader hijaself. Most of the raters
gave extensive criticism of the leaders.
The weakness in the procedure lay in the fact that there was only one
t
rater for every leader instead of the two or three that are rec<»Bmended
practically all the investigators^ For instance, Greeni/ says, "It has
been shown that the most self-consistent rating often comes from combining
the woric of several raters. Raters often seem to cancel out one another's
idiosyncrasies.
"
Because of several factors, the ratings by the supervisor were very
much subjected to the halo influence. All the supervisors worked intimately
in program relationships with leaders whom they were asked to rate. In
some instances, this seemed to make the ratings less objective than they
shoiild be»
Dtader the halo effect, Douglass and Boardnan^ point out, "The superifiE
teacher tends to be superior in all items, the average teacher average ift
all items. If it were possible to make the rating device and the standards
for rating completely objective, some of this difficulty might be over-
come."
Value to the supervisor of the rating process.— One of the values of
the rating process is that which comes to the supervisor in his understand-
ing of the leadership problem and his desire for in^rovement. This use
of the rating scale as an aid to supervision is en^hasized by Douglass and
Boardnan^ when they say:
The use of the rating scale aids the supervisor in
evaluating the different factors in the teaching situation
and tends to steady his judgment. Used with care, im-
partiality, and professional discrimination, a rating
1/ Edward B. Green, op. cit., p. 107.
2/ Harl R. Douglass and Charles W. Boardman, op. cit., p. 2l|0.
3/ Ibid, p. 250.

scale is of value to the supervisor in evaluating teaching
efficiency and in aiding teachers to improve.
Specifically, supervision in the TMCA is defined by the Rochester TMCA-
in one of its annual S^ninars with leaders as:
Supervision in the TMCA involves the cooperation of an
individual, more proficient than the leader, in making the
task of that leader as effective as possible, by guiding
hia to the more adequate analysis of the group situation,
to the nastery of requisite knowledge and skills and to his
own better adjustment to the group.
The term 'supervision* is used to describe a function-
ing relationship between a Secretary and groi^ leaders and
groups in all phases of program building; it is concerned
with educating and training methods.
Adequate supervision renders that assistance which
stimulates growth and improves the skill of persons.
The rating scale technique as a help in bringing this about is of
I tremendous value, as Douglass and Boardman^ indicate:
Rating sjales, in spite of their maiiy weaknesses are
a valuable iiieans of assisting the supervisor in making a
more valid judgment of teaching. The use of a properly
constructed rating scale has the same value to the rater
as a check-list does to an observer of an activity; it
assists him not to forget to overlook some iIl^K)rtant Item,
and aids him in recording his Judgjaent upon all the aspects
of the teacher in the teaching situation.
Although most of the statements quoted here have to do with the teach-
ing profession, they are applicable to our leadership problem in the lUGA.
II
Anything that can be done to strengthen the position of the svperrisor in
our Boys» Work Program is of supreme importance.
Selection of traits.— After study and research into the various kinds
I
of tests, especially those used for the rating of teachers and TMCA
1/ The Rochester »Y» Seminar on Group Work, 1938.
2/ Harl R. Douglass and Charles N* Boardnany op. cit., p. 250«

i
Secretaries, a scale, which co\ild be adapted to leadership qualifications,
was constructed which made possible the rating of (1) The Leader as a
Person and (2) The Leader and His Program. The most difficult task was
to select, under the heading of "The Leader as a Person," the traits on
t
which ratings were made*
For ovor own purpose, seven traits were selected for rating under this
section of the scale and four other personality traits appear in the sec-
tion of "The Leader and His Program" - makiHg a total of eleven traits on
which judgment was recorded* These traits were:
appearance health
personality attitude
emotional mattirity initiative
friendliness tact
voice cooperation
alertness
These are not listed in order of their importance. The writer had access
to two devices which are in use in one of our TMCA centers. These were
quite limited in that they had been developed for the purpose of evaluating
leaders in a specific experience. Therefore, th^ were not adequate for a
study as broad as this.
Many other lists of personality traits were available in IMGA publi-
cations with special en^hasis on leadership. They all seemed too long and
too general for our rating scale. In conforming to the principles of the
Graphic Bating Scale, it seemed best to use a rather short list and to
provide an easy scoring arrangement for the raters.
|j
By virtue of the writer's own experience both as a leader and as a
supervisor, she had a fairly clear idea of those characteristics which go
to make up an effective leader* This experience was checked against the
rr
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aterlals referred to and to other suggestive experiments in this field*
Two of the most interesting were one done by Irwin^ in connection with
the General Motors Corporation and the other hy Slavson^ with a seminar
group in Texas*
Realizing the necessity for training their oirn leaders, Mr* Irwin, as
part of the Industry's basic course in Execulave Training in Management
Fundamentals, conducted a study in the characteristics of a good leader
with five hundred members of Diesel supervision participating* The men
met with Mr* Inrin in groups of twenty-five once a week for a lecture-
discussion period in which they sought to determine what the characteris-
tics of a good leader are*
Every member of the group was asked to name one characteristic and
these were listed so that a description of a "perfect" leader could be
secured from each group* By comparing the lists made by all the groiips
and polling them to list the characterisitics in the order of their impor-
tance, a list of twenty personal traits of a perfect leader was established*
3/
Concerning this experiment, Ur* Iiwla concludes:
No attempt will be made to draw comparisons between the
characteristics of a good leader, and what similar group of
teachers might record* The important thing to be gained
from this simple testing is the fact that the twenty personal
characteristics thus ennumerated could be accepted for just
what they were - an honest attenQ)t to discover exactly what
constituted the personal characteristics of a good leader in
whatever walk of life*
1/ James R* Irwin, "Characteristics of a Leader," Nations Schools* (July,
T9U6) p. 38.
2/ S, R. Slavson - Notes on Lectures at the Group Work Sections meetings,
Houston, Texas, March 12-lU, Published by the Co\mcil of Social Agencies,
3/ James R. Irwin, op* cit*, p* 38*
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In the seminar group conducted by S. R. Slavsoi^^ at the Group Work
Sections meetings of the Annual State Conference of The Texas Welfare As-
sociation, the group workers listed the outstanding qualifications of a
leader* There irere 17 in nunber* This list was presented to the audience
as a whole for its judgment and was reshuffled in tenas of relative impor-
tance. Ten characteristics were listed*
In the li^t of Ifr* Irwin *3 statement regarding the differences in the
listing of traits by different people^ it might be of interest to set down
his list and SlaTson*s for the purpose of comparison*
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF LEADERSHIP TRAITS
Slarson's
Seminar Group
Irwin's Course in Reshuffling by
Diesel Supervision Slav3on»s Audience
Understanding
Balanced Personality
Willingness to work
Open Mindedness
Initiative
Organizational Ability
Training
Sincerity
Tact
Love of People
Respect
Responsibility
Accomplishment
AdaptabiUty
Persistency
Imagination
Resourcefulness
Dependability
Honesty
Initiative
Adaptability
Ambition
Fairness
Character
Loyalty
Judgment
Salesmanship
Co\irage
Sincerity
Self-Confidence
Resourcefulness
Self-Control
Courtesy
Observation
Tact
Imagination
Sense of Humor
Love of People
Tact
Persistent^
Initiative
Imagination
Good Character
Courage
Freedom
Participation
Responsibility
'y S. R. Slavson - notes on Lecture at Group Work Sections meetings, op* clt
,
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! It is interesting to see that only five of the characteristics are
ji
l| coomon to the seminar group and to the Diesel Supervisors* These are ini-
tiative, sincerity^ resourcefulness, tact and imagination* In the reshuf-
fling process by Slavson's audience, only three of these traits were men-
tioned — tacl^j initiative and imagination* In the -writer's list only tact>
I
initiative and personality are common to any of the other lists* The vari-
ables in listings of this kind, according to Ordway Tead,^ are to be ex-
pected vhen he says: "Any list of necessazy qualities will be arbitrazy at
best*"
The analyses which appear in the next chapter take into account the
principles which have Just been ennnciated concerning the value of rating
devices. These principles will be shoim in the findings of the tabulations
which are made on the program itself and en the effectiveness of the leaders*
1/ Ordway Tead, The Art of Leadership , Whittlesey House, London and McGraw-
Hill Book Company, New York, 1935*
f
CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF LEADERSHIP SITUATION
Principle of Local Autonomor
The effect of this principle on leadership^— In considering the lea-
dership problems confronting the Boston XMCA today, we are obliged to keep
in mind the principles of local autonomy which we mentioned as one of the
foundation stones on which the YMCA has built its structxire. The adherence
to this principle in an organization as complex as the Boston YMCA now is
in its city-^de outreach makes the problem we are considering much more
acute than it was when the YMCA had only one activity center instead of ttie
many centers in iriiich its programs are now conducted.
Just as this principle exists in the state, national, international
and world aspects of the movement, so does it apply to the City Association
?rtiich has several Branch organizations under a Metropolitan Board of Direc-
tors. To be sure, certain general conditions have to be met in order that
an Association can maintain its status in the General Movement. In the
city setting, each Branch also has to meet certain objectives and sustain
certain relationships to hold its place in the total organizational struc-
ture. In general, however, there is no authority which prescribes the de-
tailed manner in which the Association or local Branch must function.
In Boston, the Metropolitan Board of Directors is the overall control
with the Association's General Secretary, its executive secretary. Under
-33-
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this Board, each Branch or activity center has its own Board of Uanagers
with its oim Executive Secretary, Department Heads and Staff* Within the
Branches, the various progran units 3oys», Yotmg Ken's, and Adult's - ilinc-
tion through sub-coamittees of the Board which are responsible for the
specialiaed programs of their departments* Each one goes pretty much its
own way in line with its special commission and in consideration of the
general objectives of the Branch organization*
When the problem of recruiting leadership, for instance, comes up, as
it does constantly, there is no centralized approach* The Boys» Work
people follow t^eir "leads*" The leuth Department people follow their
"leads*" And often they follow the same paths without even clearing with
each other. Professor Saul Bernstein of Boston Ubiversity, in a recent
speech for lUGA Secretaries^ pointed out that it*8 a "take what we can get"
or "catch-asMiatch can" method of getting leaders* This is true net only
of the 7MGA but of most youth agencies*
Cooperative steps in securing leaders*— In an atteaq^t to remedy this
situation, the Boys* Divisions of the Boston YMCA have agreed to make a
direct attack cooperatively on their leadership problem* IMs is done
throu^ the T Boy Associates^ which is the City-Wide Bc^s* Work Program
of the Boston IMCA and irtiich has as one of its functions the business of
"suggesting, reviewing, evaluating and coordinating the Boys» Work Progra*
of the various Branches*"
One of the ways in which the coordinating function is effected is
through a City-Wide Boys» Woric Cabinet which brings together each month
1/ Report of the Committee of Twenty-One to the General Assenibly of the
Boston YMCA. April 29, 191*6.

all the Secretaries in the Tarious Boys* Divisions for planning^ clearing
I
•f erentsy and sttKly of nev prograas* Among the sub^conmittees of the
ji Cabinet is one on Leadership Training irhose responsibility it is to arrange
meetings of the Adult Leaders' Council and to outline and direct the Junior
Leadership Training Courses for each Branch* Throu^ the Adult Leaders^
a fall setting-i^ conference is held for all leaders^ prospective leaders,
Bpys* Work Ccanmittee members and other adults interested in Boys» Work*
This conference endeavors to set goals and objectives for the program year.
In mid'^irinter, a second meeting of the Council is held to take account of
stock and furnish inspirational direction for the balance of the year*
This meeting also serves as the "kick off" for an ei^t weeks' training
course for Junior Leaders*
I
The Junior Leadership Training Course is open to boys of high school
age* It consists of eight meetings and students who meet the requirements
are graduated with fitting ceremonies and a certificate* The requirements
are as follows:
1* Attitude toward leadership
(a) Understanding of and sympathy with
the objectives of the Y Boy Associates.
(b) Willingness to serve*
2* RegTilarity of attendance
(a) Present at six of the eight sessions*
3« Progress in learning as shown by
(a) Observation of the course sijpervisor.
(b) Review of notebook and other material*
(c) Performance on tests*
In last year's course, 81 boys were enrolled and $B were graduated*
f
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Many 9f these Junior Leaders were assigned to in-service training in the
li
Branches from which th^ were registered.
Other soiirces from which paid leadership or its equiTalent is secured
ares (1) the Cooperative Scholarship Plan with Boston IMiversi*^ School
of IDieology, (2) the Field Service of the Boston TJtaiversity School ef Social
Workj (3) "tne Cooperative Training Plan in Groijp Leadership with Gordon
College of Theol«g}r and Missions; and (U) the Cooperative Work Program of
Northeastern University* Itader all these plans^ supervision^ accreditation
and finances are done cooperatively with other institutions* In the field
•f volunteer leadership, the following resources are drawn upon: (1) the
Riillips Brooks Association of Harvard Uhiversityj (2) the Technology
Christian Association of Massachusetts Institute of Technology; (3) church
and canmunity groupings; (h) members of Junior Leadership Training Course;
and (5) occasional comnittee members and other lay people*
In all this YMCA Boys» Worki/ leadership is given primary attention:
Each Branch has been encouraged to develop a sound pro-
cedure for recruiting and training volunteer and paid part-
time leadership to the end that an adequate simply of in-
terested, trained and approved leaders may be available for
assignment to its organized clixbs, groups, classes and spe-
cial activities* In accrediting leaders, consideration is
given to young men whose interest in working with boys ap-
pears to be soundly motivated, who give evidence of sympathy
for and understanding of Association purposes, who register
by filing a leader's application form, and -mho indicate
willingness to cooperate in our leadership training procedures*
From time to time the efforts of the Branches in this re^rd are
scrutinized and evaluated by the Leadership Training Committee of the Cabi-
net* The final responsibility for success or failure, however, still rests
upon the local Boys' Work Committee*
1/ Report of Sub-Conmdttee on Boys» Work, Objectives and Methods, Boston
TlICA, 19U6-i*7*
f
The T Boy Associates, through its professional staff, offers all its
counsel, material and services to bring about satisfactory results but
under the present foim of organizational responsibility within the IMCl, it
cannot go beyond the willingness and ability of the Branch Boys* Work Com-
mittees to get the task done* It is a much-discussed question as to
whether or not this is a weakness in the organization of Boys' Work in the
Boston YMCA.
The answers as revealed in the studies made in the various activity
centers would indicate that a stronger organizational arrangement is needed
in the area of leadership recruiting and training* What, then, is the
situation as we find it?
Analysis of Leadership Policy
Survey of policy*— A survey of the seven activity centers of the
Boston YMCA named in Table II was made by the writer through conferences
with the Boys* Work Secretaries to detennine policies on recruiting, train-
ing and supervision of leaders* The questionnaire used in the study ap-
pears in the appendix* It sou^t to get answers to questions regarding ihe
kind of policy, the method of enrollment, methods of training, recognition
of leaders and a roster of leaders*
In this Table, s<xie facts are especially interesting* For example.
Boys* Work at Charlestonm, Dorchester, Huntington Avenue and I^de Park has
been carried on in what are called well'-established Branches* Each has a
fairly long history of service* In the Allston-Brighton, West Roxbury-
Roslindale sections, the programs are of the non-equipment tyi)e and have
been going on for about five years* The Outer Roxbury program is not quite
tmo years old»
r
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TABT£
II
SUMMARY
OF
RESPONSES
ON
POLICY
STUDY
Allst«n-
Huntington
Hyde
Outer
West
Roxbixry-
Questieme
Brighton
Charlestown
Dorchester
Avenue
park
Roxbuiy
Roslindale
Do
you
have
a
Beys»
Work
Policy
No
Yes
Yes
yes
No
No
No
If
so,
is
it
a
written
one?
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
Are
leaders
enrolled
on
a
registration
form?
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
What
training
methods
are
used?
a.
Staff
conferences
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
b.
Personal
coaching
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
c«
Supervisory
visits
Yes
(Occasion-
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
ally)
Is
recognition
given
to
leaders?
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Do
you
have
a
leader's
roster?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
(not
up-to-date)

It would be reasonable to expect "Wiat the performance in the well-
\
established Branches would far exceed those in the younger units. However^
as shown in Table II, the glaring weaknesses which seem to exist in Dorches-
ter and F^jrde Park may be d\ie to the fact that they have no written policies
for dealing with the leadership situation • Huntington Avenue and Charles-
town do have very well-written policies and sound methods all the way
through. The extension programs which are carried on under the direct super-
vision of the City-Wide Boys* Woric Board seem to be stronger than some of
the other centers, especially at the point of enrollment and training of
their leaders* In this regard, all the centers, except Charlestoim and Dor-
chester, make use of a Registration Form plus an interview by the Boys'
Work Secretary or some other supervisor who makes the final arrangement with
the leader*
With the exception of Dorchester, all centers have regular conferences
and meetings of leaders, and personal coaching on a more or less scheduled
basi^ plays a large role in the training process* Again> all centers, with
the exception of Allston-Bri^ton and Dorchester, give recognition to their
leaders throu^out the year and especially at the end of the prograa* Ros-
ters are kept of the leaders by all centers and are fairly well up to date
and infonnative*
Leadership Loads and Standards
Comparative studies .— The estimates in Table IH deal with the number
of leaders needed if each branch were to do a satisfactory job with its
present membership* The table also shows by Centers the actual number of
leaders for i&iom a supervisor is responsible and the number of hoys per
leader*
4
TABLE in
SUPERVISOHT ESrmTE OF BRANCH LEADERSHIP NEEDS
No« of No. of Actual No. of Ac-
Branches
lioaders
Needed
Iieaders per
Superviser
tual Boys
per Leader
Allston-
Brighton ko 0 20-UO
Charlestoim 16 8 12
Dorchester 20 11 10
Huntiagton
Ayenue
136 12 10
Hyde Park 20 3 10-15
Outer Roxburj 6 6 12-15
West Roxbury-
Roslindale 12 7 9-12
In comparing these figures with other studies of a similar nature
,
some interesting facts are brought out. For example, in 1937, the Fifth
North American Assembly of IMCA Workers with Bojr^ set down some grei^
work standards; and in 19U0, the T Boy Associates^ of the Boston YMCA made
a study in this field of leadership service*
Homber of Leaders to Supervisor.— The 1937 report showed 13,3 groups
to a supervisor - lit. 5 was thou^t desirable. The 19kO report showed one
supervisor had nine groups; and on the other extreme, one had 59 groups.
The usual number was between 20 and 30 groups. The present (19l;7) study
^ Report of the Fifth North American AssembOy of JUCk Workers with Boys,
June 3-10, 1937, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, National Council of lUCA, 1937*
2/ Historical File, T Boy Associates, Boston IMCA, March 28, 19hO»

as shown in Coliunn Two of Table III gives a range of from none to 12 grotrps
with an average of eight groups per supervisor in six of the seven centers*
Number of Boys to a Leader*— The 1937 study showed the average ntmber
of b^8 to a leader in several Associations to be about 17* The 19kO study
suggested 15 boys to a leader* The present (19h7) study shows in Colum
Three of Table HI that the average is about 12 boys to a leader for all
centers except Allsten-Brighton where the number was from 20 to UO boys*
Training Methods*—' Another interesting comparison revealed in these
three studies is in the field of training techniques* The 1937 Assembly
returns indicate that there are no definite standards for leadership train-
ing* Some Associations require attendance at courses on a monthly basis
and scane only occasionally* A large number of Associations require no such
attendance* The 19l;0 Boston report listed among the training methods used
by the T Boy Associates the following:
1. Personal counseling by sT:5>ervisors.
2* Wedcly conferences with small groups of leaders*
3* Monthly leaders* meetings with speakers and dis-
cussions in two of the fovtr centers reporting.
li* Special short-term courses in one center*
5« City-wide adult leaders' council meetings twice a year*
The present study indicates the following methods taken from the question^
nalre in the appendix on Page one:
1* Regular leaders* meetings in all centers*
2* City-wide Adult Leaders* Council meetings twice a year*
3* Junior Leadership Training Courses in six of the seven
centers*
h» Personal coaching conferences by supervisors*

5« Leaders* group conferences with supervisors*
6, Club visits b7 supervisors*
Althou^ there are variables in these coxiparisons, the present situation
shoirs that there has been improvement, especially in the supervisory rela-
tionships and in the training programs for leaders. In the light of general
standards, as irell as the earlier ones suggested by the Y Boy Associates,
there should be adjustments made relative to the number of boys in a group,
j
•Rie present average (eight) seems too small for effective prcgramming, I
Age of leaders *— With the exception of the Camping Program of the YMCA,
very little attention has been given to specific standards regarding minimum
or maximum age for leaders* The North American Assembly of 1937^ made a
report on a study of 86 associations on this point* More than half of the
reporting associations had no requirements, but almost half of them agreed
that 18 and 21 years of age were the most desirable for group leaders*
In Table IV which shows a comparison in the age range of leaders be-
tween 19U0 and 19hlf there was practically no difference in the percentage
of those under 2$ years of age* There was a ten per cent difference in the
ages of those between 17 and 20 years of age*
TABLE IV
STUDY OF AGE RANGE OF YMCA LEADERS
19U0 and 19h7
9 YEAR
PER CBNT UNDER
25 YEARS
PER CENT BETWEEN
17 AND 20 YEARS
19U0
19U7
75.0
73.5
27.0
17.0
i/ Eeport of North American Assembly of 1937. op* cit*

The North American Assembly of YMCA Workers irith Boys in 193^ report-
ing from 276 Associations, stated that slightly more than kO per cent of
the leaders stxidied by the Commission fall within the age range of 22 to 35
years* Our study of 19li7 shows the Boston percentage in the same age range
i
to be 55«7 per cent with 50 per cent between the ages of 20 and 2k» In all
these studies including the one made by the Boston Association in 19hO, the
average age of leaders was 2i^»5 years*
This question of the age standards for leaders will be giren in the
conclusion of the study*
Leadership Status by ^anch Centers
Descriptive factors of Branch leadership*^- The material in the fellenr-
ing pages of this Chapter records center center, each with a separate
table, the kinds of leaders who are working with boys in the Boston YWSk*
The tables deal with the educational background of the men, the length of
j
tine they have served as leaders, how they were recruited for service, the
number of hours they serve each week, the kind of groups they lead includ-
ing the ages of the boys who go to make up the groups* At the end of the
treatment by these centers, a sunamary is drawn for covering the total
description*
Allston-Bri^ton Branch,— This program has been in existence only
four years* Because of the loss of its Secretarial leadership early in its
first year, aixl the YUCA's inability to make a satisfactoiy full-time re-
placement, it was necessary to give the program part-time non-professional
leadership*
1/ YMCA Boys' Work , a report of findings of the Fourth NorUi American Asseri3|y
of YMCA Workers With Boys held at Blue Ridge, North Carolina, 1932* Pub-
lished by The National Council Boys' Work Committee, 1932, p* 16*

In the program which is nei^borhood centered, there are ten leaders -
eight paid and tiro yoliinteers* As is shown in Table V, they were recruited
by the "XMCA Secretary from colleges and xmiversities in Boston and from
high school beys in the cliib membership.
TABLE V
ALLSTON-BRIGHTON BRANCH
). of
^ers Education
Length
of
Service
Hopr
Recruited
Hours of
Service
Per Week
Kind
of
Grotip
Age of
Group
1 In Hi^ School 2 yrs. Y Sec»y. 30
Ifoss
Activity Ag@8
1 In High School 2 yrs. T Program 6
Mass
Activity Junior
1 High Sch'l.Grad. h mos. T Program 1 Actflity Jtmior
1 In College 5 mos* T Sec»y. 2 Nei^bor-
hood
Inter»
mediate
1 In College 1 yr. College 20 Neighbor-
hood
All
Ages
1 College Grad« 3 mos* Community Uo Neighbor-
hood
Junior
Intern*
1 Graduate Sch'l. 3 vos. Y Sec»y. 10-
15
Nei^bor-
hood
Inter-
mediate
#1 Graduate Sch'l, 1 yr« College 21 Neighbor-
hood
Inter-
mediate
1 Graduate Sch'l. 6 mos. College 21 Neighbor-
hood
Junior
Inten*
1 Graduate Sch»l. k yrs. Y Sec»y. UO Nei^bor-
hood
All
Ages
•^Volunteer
The table brings out the fact that educationally four of the leaders
are doing graduate work, tiro are in college, one has finished college and
three are in high school.

In regard to length of service, the period covered is from three months
(the lovrest) to four years (the highest). Five have served for less than
one year. It will be noted that the hours of service are high, and this is
due to the fact that the leaders who served for short terms conducted mass
activity programs in the summer months* In the other months of the year,
the Center used a few leaders on long schedules rather than a large nimiber
of leaders for a short time. Three leaders were involved in mass activily
programs, and the other seven served as leaders of Junior and Intermediate
clubs*
During the four years, there was quite a turnover even in the part-time
non-professional leadership. In the light of the constant changes in super-
vision, the response from the group leaders has been remarkably good and
club programs have been maintained on a high level of performance*
Charlestown Branch ,— The Boys' Work in this Branch is carried on in a
building center owned and operated by the Armed Services of the YMCA, The
Boys* Division shares the various facilities of this building with Service-
men and with a small number of adult civilians. The chief emphasis on Bpys*
Work is on the club or group. Table VI indicates that 20 leaders serve as
mai^ groups of boys of all ages - Juniors, Intermediates and Seniors, Four
of these are special interest group leaders and the rest have general progiana
According to the Table, the ten who are high and preparatory school
boys have been recruited through the Junior Leadership Training Courses in
their own Center, Of the nine college men, two have come through the
same course and the others serve as volunteers doing field work assignments
in their college program. The hours of service average three per man. Six
of the twenty leaders have served less than one year*
fc
TABLE VI
CHARLESTCWN BRANCH
No* of
Leaders Education
Length
of
Service
How
Recruited
Hours of
Sex*vice
Per Week
Kind
of
Group
Age
of
* 1 In Hi^ School 3 yrs. I Sec'y. h hood mediate
* 1 In High School 2 yrs. T Sec»y. 2 hood mediate
* 1 In High School 2 yrs. Y Program 3
Nei^tihor^
hood Junior
* 1 H« S, Graduate 3 yrs. T Sec»y. 2
Special
Interest mediate
* 1 H. S. Graduate 2 yrs. Y Pro^ajB 3
Neighbor-
hood
Inter-
mediate
* 1 H. S. Graduate 3 yrs. Y Sec'y. 2 Sp. Inter. Senier
* 1 IT c C.yaAy'iA'^^ • 3 yrs. Y PrograjB Neighbor—
hood
Junior
» 1 2 yrs. Y Program •JJ Nex^ibor—
hood mediate
* 1 n* L>« urduUolbv 3 yrs. Y Program 2 Nei^ibor
—
hood
Inter-
mediate
X^X^C^ • OCUUVJ. 2 yrs. Y Program 3 Neighbor***
hood
Junior
* 1 In College 2 yrs. Y Sec»y. k Neighbor- Junior
* 1 In College 3 yrs. Church 3 Sp. Inter.
* 1 In College 6 mos. College 2 N 'borhood
jt ),* a in oojLLege 3 mos. College 2 Sp. Inter. Jntenu
1 In College 1 yr. Y Program 6 N'boiiiood Jr.-Int«
1 In College 1 yr. Y Program 5 N'borhood Senior
1 . Grad, School
» voliAiufce-r'
6 ao8« College 10 S>p. Inter. Senior
0
Although this is one of the smallest building-centered Boys» Divisions
in the Boston IMGA, it maintains one of the most adequate staff of leaders
for its membership* The number of volunteers is very high - l6 of the 20
men serving in this capacity. This profits greatly in its leadership re-
ciruitment and in-service-training from the Junior Leadership Training
courses nhich have already been mentioned*
Dorchester Center Branch,— This is a non-equipment Branch irithout the
usual IMCA building center. Its Boys' Work Program is carried on in a ren-
ted store used for a ten club rooms> in pxiblicly ornied buildings and on its
own private play area known as T land. Its program in club work is not
large as indicated in Table VII which follows:
TiLBLE VII
DORCHESTER CENTER BRANCH
Length Hours of Kdlnd Age
No. of of How Service of of
Leaders Education Service Recruited Per Week Group Grov^)
1 In High School 3 mos. Y Sec«y. S Special
Interest
Inter-
mediate
1 In College 3 mos. T Sec'y. 20 Special
Interest
Senior
1 In College 2 yrs. T Sec»y. ho Neighbor-
hood
Senior
1 In College h yrs. Y Program Mass
Activity
Junior
Seniors
*1 In College 3 mos. College 3 Spec.Int. All ages
1 Graduate School 3 mos. College 10 Nei^bor-
hood
Junior
Intermed.
Volunteer
r
There are only six leaders, one of whom is a volimteer. The table re-
veals that four of these men are nan in college, one is a gradiiate student
and one is a higjh school graduate* Two-thirds of the men - four of the six
have been leaders for only three months. One man has served for four years,
and he is referred to as having come "up throu^" the YMCA. program* All
other leaders are serving throu^ arrangements with nearby colleges*
Two of the men work 20 to UO hours respectively in special interest
pi^graas* The average time of the four leaders is six hours a week*
Practically all the leadership is in the field of special interest
groups and mass activity* It can be readily seen that this description is
quite different than those of the other Branches. The fact that group wez^
does not seem to be well grounded ssay be due, in this instance, to a per-
sonnel situation where the Boys* Work Secretary has been at work less than
a year* However, under his supervision, there is evidence that old groups
are being reorganized and new ones started*
Huntiaigton Avenue Branch .— This is the largest and oldest Boys» Di-
vision ef the Branch Centers in the Boston Association* It is splendidly
organized with a high-grade staff, a good lay eoramittee, has a very ade-
quate Division of its own and a carefully prepared and executed program
policy* The following table - Table VIII - gives some point to this state-
ment through the description of the leadership status*
The Branch, by virtue of its size, has a nimiber of resources on which
to draw for leadership. As the Table points out, there is a large propor-
tion of volunteers - 29 of the staff of 35 • Many of the volunteers are
college men who are working with boys under a co-operative plan of field
work for students*

h9
TABLE VIII
mJNTIMGTON AVENUE BRANCH
No, of
Leaders
Length
of
Education Service
How
Recruited
Hours of
Service
Per Week
Kind
of
Group
Age
of
Group
« 1 In Hi^ School 2 yrs. Y program 6 Spec. Inter- Junior
Interufid
* 1 In High School lyr. T Prograa 1 Neighborhood Juni«r
^ 1 In High School 5 yrs. T PrograM 2 Neighborhood Ihtezmed*
1
^ 1 H*S. Graduate 12yrs» Church 2 Spec.Interest f«g|gr
•M- 1 H.S. Graduate 1 yr. Y Progppasi 2 Mass Activity Interned
1 H»S» Graduate 1 yr. Y Progra« 2 Nei^borhood Intehned^
^ 1 H«S« Graduate 2 yrs. Y PrograjH h Neighborhood IntermecJ.
^ 1 H.S. Graduate 28 yrs. Church 3 Spec.Interest
Mass Acti-vity
All ages
1 In College 1 yr. College 1 Spec.Interest Intezmed
4^ 1 In College 2 yrs. College 2 Spec.Interest Junior
^ 1 In College 1 yr. College 1 Mass Activity Intermed.
Junior
1 In College 2 yrs« Y Progra« 0—JLO Nei^borheod liitemed
Senior
*
« 1 In College 2 yrs. College 2 Neighborhood Senior
X In College 1 yr. College 2 Spec.Interest Ihtermed
Senior
« 1 In College 1 yr. College 2 Nei^borhood Junior
Intenoed.
* 1 In College 1 yr» College 2 Nei^borhood Ihtemed.
* 8 In College 1 yr» College 2 Neighborhood Junior
Vluateer

TABLE Vin
HUNTINGTON AVENUE BRANCH (concluded)
50
No. of
Leaders Education
Length
of
Service
Hours of
Hoir Service
Recruited Per Week
Kind
of
GroiQ)
Age
of
Group
1 College Qradiate 10 yrs. Church Varies Spec. Interest Intermed
1 College Gradtabe 2 yrs. Church 2 Neighborhood Junior
Intermod.
1 College Graduate 2 yrs» Church 2 Neighborhood Ihtemed
1 College Graduate k yrs. Church h Mass Activity Junior
1 Graduate School 3 yrs. College 2 Neighborhood Senior
1 College Graduate 2 yrs. Y Program 8 All three Junior
Intemed.
1 Graduate School 2 yrs. Church 2 Spec. Interest Senior
1 Graduate School 1 yr. College 10 Neighborhood IntezBied»
1 Graduate School 1 yr« College 10 Spec. Interest
Neighborhood
Junior
Senior
1 Graduate School 2 yrs. College 10 Neighborhood Junior
^Volunteer
Some of the most interesting factors shown in the Table have to do with
length of service and with the source of high school boy leadership. Every
nan has been a leader for at least one year and one man has a continuous
record of 28 years of service. Practically all the high school boy leaders
{ are products of the Junior Leadership Training Courses.
As would naturally be e^qpected in a branch as large as this, there is
a good balance between mass activities, special interest groups and general
r
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neighborhood clubs incliiding church groups. The age distribution is also
well balanced between Juniors, Intermediates and Seniors,
Eyde Park Branch*— In this branch- there has been a tremendous drop in
club leadership dtiring the Tiar# In 19liO, there were 6? leaders* This pre-
sent record shows only five and all but one of then is engaged in mass ac-
tivity programs* One man works with senior b^s, three with jimiors and one
with all age groups*
TiBLE IZ
HIDE PARK BSANCH
Length Hours of Kind Age
No* of of How Service of of
Leaders Education Service Recruited Per Week Groiq> Group
1 In High School 6 mos. 7 Seo'y. 3 Mass Activity Junior
1 In High School 2 yrs* T Prograai 6 Mass Activity Junior
1 In Hi^ School 2j yrs. Y Program 15 Mass Activity Junior
1 In College 6 mos* Church 6 Mass Activity All agsj
1 In College 3 mos* Y Program 3 Spec. Interest Senior
Educationally^ two are in college and three are in hig^ school* One of
these school boys has served for two and one-half years, one for two years
and all the other leaders have served for sis months or less. The average
hours per week of service, with the exception of that by one leader who works
15 hours, is four and one-4ialf hours* Most of the men were recruited througfa
the YIICA program in irtiich th^ "grew up*"
Of all the Branches, this one has suffered the most in loss of leader-
ship during the war* It not only lost practically all its volunteer leaders
i
B'^ston Unrversity
School of Education
Librai-y ^
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•who, as the Table mentions, had grcwn up in the Branch but it had a coniplete
turnover in the professional staff« Due to these losses, group work became
practically extinct, and it iras necessary to cany on the programs througji
mass activities and a few special interest classes* Both the new staff and
the Boys' Work Committee are aware of the necessity of eareating new groups
as soon as leaders and supervisors can be recruited in larger numbers*
Outer Roxbury Center*-— This is the newest of the activity centers it
is not a Branch* It is so new that the lay committee is only a few months
old* Experimental work has been done under the direction of the Ci1gr-¥ide
Boys* Work Office with field woric students* All records for the Center are
comparatively meagre in number. Table X, however, shows that the leadership
patterns used in other Branches and Centers is being closely followed*
TABLE I
OUTER ROIBIEI CENTER
Length Hours of Kind Age
No« of of How Service of of
Leaders Education Service Recruited Per Week Group Group
1 In College 7 mos* Y Sec'y* 15 Spec* Interest Junior
1 In College 9 mos* Y Sec'y* 10-12 Nei^bortiood Inter*
Nei^borhood Junior
1 In College 6 mos* College 30 Spec. Interest Inter«
*1 Graduate School 2 yrs* College 21 Spec* Interest Inter*
Neighborhood Senior
«1 Graduate School 1 yr* College 21 Spec* interest Junior
Neighborhood Inter.
^^lolunteer
r
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Of the five leaders in Outer Roxbury, three are now in college and tiro
are doing university graduate work. Only one has been in leadership service
two years. All the others have served one year or less althou^ in each
instance they have covered the college or so-called program year. As paid
leaders, they work many more hours than the volunteer leaders do, the aver-
age being about ei^teen hours a week* Only one worker leads a senior
gfysp, the other four leading beth juniors and intermediates*
Three of the men were recruited directly by the YMCA and the other tw»
through coopera-kLv© arrangement with Boston IMiversily School of Social Work,
Due to the fact that the students, in their field work schedule, are
obliged to give a comparatively large number of hours to leadership, this
program has had more rapid expansion than would usually be the case in such
a new project* Also, the students have been exceptionally well prepared
through their university courses in Groiip Work and th^ respond readily t«
supervision both from the Uhiversity and the Association* No doubt, these
are the factors which account for the remarkable advance the Center has
made in its short existence*
West Roxbury-Roslindale Center*— Except for one year of preliminaiy
work, this center in its historical setting is like Allston-Brighton, Its
intensive program with staff leadership was started in 19k3» In the four
years of its existence it has been fortunate in having the continuous leadex^
ship of its Boys ' Work Secretary who as Table XI shows has recruited a good
corps of leaders, the majori*^ of whom are paid part-time workers*
rc
TABLE XI
WEST ROXBURY-ROSUNDALE CENTER
No, of
Leaders Education
Length How Hours of
of Recruited Service
Service Per Week
Kind Age
of of
Group Group
In High School k yrs. Scouts
* 1
In College
In College
k mos« College
5 mos* Y Program
College Graduate k yrs* Settlement
House
Graduate School 7 mos. College
High School Grad, 3 yrs. Church
15
5
6
10
Neighborhood Junior
Mass Activity Iitermed,
Mass Activity All ages
Neighborhood ]htenned»i
II
Special All ageai!
Interest
Neighborhood Junior
]jitenned.
Senior
Special
Interest
Senior
Volunteer
Educationally, one leader has a high school diploma; one is still in
hi^ school; tiro are in college; two are in graduate school and one is a
public school teacher.
Of the seven leaders, one has served three years and the other four,
tiro years* The others have served less than a year although the graduate
students covered a school program year in their service*
The hours of service are from two to fifteen - the smallest being given
by the volunteer and the largest by one of the paid workers* The average
time per week spent in leadership is a little over six hours. Two of the
seven leaders work with boys of all ages, two with Juniors, three with inter-
mediates and tiro with seniors*
rc
They were all recruited for service from other community agencies af-
filiated with the TMCA through cooperative programs.
The effectiveness of this program in this Center although not a
Branch has resulted in the establishment of a lay committee which is work-
ing towards a Branch organization with a building center of its own. The
wide-spread placement of groups with the leaders described in this Table
has been largely responsible for the community interest which has been dis-
played in the program.
Summary of leadership status in all centers ,— The breakdown of the
total leadership situation exclusive of the age factors which have already
been given as well as the facts dealing with loads and supervision is shown
in the Table on the following page.
This Table brings out significant facts covering the overall leadership
picture. The educational analysis shows that 12 of the leaders or about
lU per cent are still in high school and about the same number, 15, have a
high school education. The balance, 61 or 69*2 per cent are in college,
college graduates and grad\xate students.
Twenty-five leaders or more than 28 per cent of the men have been in
service one year or less. Of the other 60, 6$ per cent have served from
one to five years. This means 81 per cent of the leaders have served for
a period of two years or less. The longest service by one leader is 28
years, and two other men have had 10 and 20 years of service respectively.
Twelve men have served three and four years.
The best source of leadership has been the colleges of the City, Co-
operative arrangements whereby students do field work in the YMCA accounts
for much of this. The next most productive source of supply is the IMCA
r
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program itself, and the third source is the YMCA Secretary "who recruits
leaders.
The largest number of new men give one to ten hours of service each
ireek. This number is 73 or 82 per cent of the entire number. A little over
17 per cent or 15 men give from l5 or more hours, but most of these are in
the paid leadership bracket.
The kinds of clubs show that Sk per cent are of the neighborhood vari-
ety; about 19 per cent are special interest groups and the remainder are of
the mass activity variety which includes boys of all ages. The number of
clubs for juniors is 33 per cent of the 106 listed; 39 per cent are for
intermediates and 19 per cent are for senior boys entirely, although there
are a few combinations in which seniors are enrolled.
r
CHAPTER VI
ANALYSIS OF ACTIVITIES REPORTED BT GROUP LEADERS
The Inquiiy Form Responses
Leaders* appraisal of their programs*— The checking was made by the
leaders under the general headings described in the construction of the In-
quiry Fona in Chapter IV, namely - activities in the present programs, ac-
tivities not noir in the program but desired by leaders, activities on which
supervisor's help is needed and activities not pertinent to the pregram*
As earlier pointed out, each leader was asked to add items not on the list
Triiich he had in his program or would like to have. He was also asked to
check these in the same manner in which he did the original 31 items*
I
Analysis of Allston-Bri^ton Center Activities
Activities included in program*— In the list of items recorded below,
it will be seen on Table XIII that the majority of the leaders - six of the
ten - included in their programs 15 of the 31 items on the Inquiry Form*
All other items received four or less checks indicating that 16 of the total
items had very little place in the present programs of these particular
leaders* It will be noted that three items were checked by all the leaders*
Activities not included but desired*— In Column II, however, eight
and nine leaders respectively felt that they should arrange for physical
examinations and follow them up* More than half the recorders - six ef
,
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TABLE nil
Inquiry Form for YMCA Group Leaders
Allston-Brighton Center
I ITEMS II ' III IV
1. Familiarize yourself with the neighborhood from
which members of your group dome.
Q 0 Q
4.* k Visit homes of boys to learn about their home,
school and church background*
3 2 1
o
-.6 Teach parliamentary procedures 9 z
u. 10 Conduct RTOup Raiaes in Social Recreation. P 0 „ 9, ,
5. 9
Coach boys in such sports as baseball, football,
basketball J track.
1 0 0
0*
—
Q., Tell stories. 2
—
r
—
0
.,.2—
.
7» 2 Teach handwork, such as, leatherwork, metalwork,
craftwork
•
2 U 2
8t 1 Teach nature lore.
_—
,
Z , ^ z
.J* Develop hobby skills. 0
.
10. Make use of specialists, if you do not possess
the skills, for athletic coaching, craftwork,
nature study and other special skills.
2 3 2
11. 8 Organize club program with the group. 1 0 I
12* Obtain speakers. 3 1
13.
"-^
0 Arrange for debates. h 0
lA. Z„ Arrange Kecreation periods. 1,
if^
3 Conduct Religious programs* n,
Promote church attendance. 1 .-J ^
17.
U
Interest groups in giving aid to the World Service
program of the »Y'
.
It 2 1
18.
7
Plan trips of interest in the city and outlying
districts. 3 0 0
I*
Conduct overnight trips. h 2
on Handle disciplinary problems. 1 n
21.
1
Utilize community resources as libraries, clinics,
guidance centers. 2 3 2
22.
1
Use special services offered by the YMCA as
guidance department, dental clinic, recreation
and health department.
5 2 1
2?. 0 Arrange physical exams for bpys. 8 I
Q
Study findings on physical exam to know the
health of each boy be'^ter. o7 0 1
6
Counsel boys in personal, social, educational
and vocational interests. 2 2 1
26.
8
Help the maladjusted boy to obtain satisfaction
from increased participation with others. 2 0 0
27. 9 Encouraj^e boys to learn how to swim. . 1 1 0
28.
1
Encourage boys to affiliate with a National ^Y'
program, as Gra-Y, Jr. Hi-Y, Hi-Y. 2 2
2?, 8 Hold regular conferences with your S'ipervisor, 1 1 0 ,
Keep a daily report of your 'Y' activities. 0
, 9 0
31. 8 Arrange enough equipment for athletic program. 1 0 1
f
them - felt that they should use the YMCA services such as the Guidance De-
partment > Dental Clinic, Recreation and Health DepartiBent. All other items
which should be included in good group programs received five checkings op
less.
Activities on which leaders need help from supervisors,— In only one
category in Colunn III was there much expressed desire for help* Four lea-
ders agreed they would like to include handwork in their programs but that
they would need help from the YMCA in doing so.
Activities not pertinent to program,— In Column IV, seven leaders said
it was not their business to conduct religious programs. Five said promot-
ing church attendance was not a part of the program and five said the sane
thing about arranging for debates. All other Items were checked by not
more than two leaders.
Assuming that this is a good list of program activities for groups,
these responses indicate a better than average understanding by the leaders
of program content.
Analysis of Charlestown Branch Activities
Activities included in program,— Of the 20 leaders ytho responded on
Table HV, $0 per cent or more checked only nine of the 31 items listed.
No item received a 100 per cent response. The 22 other items on the list
were checked \yy from one to nine of the leaders.
Activities not included but desired,— In Column II, nine leaders wan-
ted to add home visits to their programs; eight thought they should teach
parliamentary procedure; and seven felt that -Uiey should include World Serv-
ice, use of community resources and follow up of physical ftxawii nations as
part of jh^T work with boye.
i
Inquiry Form for Group Leaders
Charlestown Branch
I ITEMS II ' III IV
1. Hi Familiarize yourself with the neighborhood from
which members of your group come.
0 0 2
2.
9
Visit homes of boys to learn about their home,
school and church background. 9 0 0
IZ Teach parliamentary procedure. 0 1...
U Conduct group gaanes in Social Recreation.
5.
11)
Coach boys in such sports as baseball, football,
basketball, track. 3 0 2
6, Tell stories.
7. Teach handwork, such as, leatherwork, metalwork,
craftwork. 2 2 12
8. 2 Teach nature lore. 3 .1 .„. ...JJl.
9- Develop hobby skills. 11.,
10. Make use of specialists, if you do not possess
the skills, for athletic coaching, craftwork,
nature study and other special skills.
5 2 9
11. 17 Organize club program with the group. 1 ,.,1,,.„ 1 ,.
12, Obtain speakers. 2, „
13. ii 1 Arrange for debates. 3 ,5
l/f. 6 jArranf!;e Recreation periods. ? 1 , 1.-
|. {Conduct Religious programs. 2 ,,Q„.. Ik.
16. 6 Promote church attendance.
, 2,, —9~
17. 1 Interest groups in giving aid to the World Service
^
i program of the 'Y'. 7 \x 7
18.
3
Plan trips of interest in the city and outlying
districts. z> 1, 0
!?•
..,.,.7,
Conduct overnight trips.
)|
20. IQ Handle disciplinary problems. 0
21.
1
Utilize community resources as libraries, clinics,
guidance centers. 7 2 5
22.
\
Use special services offered by the YMCA as
guidance department, dental clinic, recreation
and health department.
3 2 11
2^ 7 Arrange physical exams for boys. \i ? 6
24. 6 Study findings on physical exam to know the
health of each boy better. 7 2 0
25»
8
Counsel boys in personal, social, educational
and vocational interests. 1
26.
11
Help the maladjusted boy to obtain satisfaction
from increased participation with others. 6 1 3
27. 8 Encourage boys to learn how to swim. li —
28.
3
Encourage boys to affiliate with a National 'Y'
program, as Gra-Y, Jr. Hi-Y, Hi-Y. 6 1 8
29.
.12,, Hold regular conferences with your Supervisor. .0... 0 . 0
:3o. Keep a daily report of your 'Y' activities.
,0.
. L-J 2
31. 6 Arrange enough equipment for athletic program. u 2 7
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Activities on niiich leaders need help from supervisors,'— In Column III,
the largest number to express need for help by the YMGA. in improving prograns
was four. The items involved were: story telling, interesting boys in
||
World Service, planning trips to places of interest and conducting overnight
hikes*
I
Activities not pertinent to program,— The items not pertinent to
group programs in the eyes of ll; recorders as indicated in Column IV were
teaching nature lore and conducting religious programs. Twelve felt that
teaching handwork was not the job of group leaders and eleven checked against
including hobby skills and the use of special services offered by the IMGA
throu^ the Guidance Department, Dental Clinic and other specialized fields*
This checking leaves much to be desired in the understanding of good
programs, lHlhen 22 of the 31 items are supported by so few leaders, seme-'
thing must be wrong either with the program activity list or with the under
standing of the leaders concerning their job* This latter seems to be the
fact -when one looks at Column IV showing such a large response to "non-
pertinent" items*
Analysis of Dorchester Center Branch
Activities included in prograa*— With only six leaders serving this
Branch, the analysis made by them as it appears in Table XV shows great
diversity in program understanding* For instance, five items received no
checks; eight received only one and four only two* Those items receiving
the highest rating by leaders were mostly in the field of recreation*
Activities not included but desired,— In adding desirable items.
Column II, four leaders marked the following: utilize community resources,
special services offered by the YMGA, arrange for jdjysical examinations and
€€
Inquiry l^orm
'
^^or^YMA Group Leaders
Dorchester Center Branch
I ITEMS II ' III IV
1. 3 Familiarize yourself with the neighborhood from
which jaembers of your group come.
0
c. 0 2
1
Visit honi6S of boys to learn about their honie^
school and church backf^youpd. 2 1 1
leacn parliamentary procedure
1
-i--
—
.0.....—i
—
-.2
Conduct group gajnes in Social Recreation. 1 0
5.
h
Coach bays in such sports as baseball, football.
1
^
0 1
6.
Ji
—
Tell stories
«
2.. ,.D ^—
7
2
TeaQh hsundwork, such as, leatherwork, metalwork,
craftworku 1 1 2
8t
.J... Teach nature lore. 1 -J
Q JL. Develop hobby skills. 2 \ ..
0
Make use of specialists, if you do not possess
the skills, for athletic coaching, craftwork,
nature study and other special skills.
2 1 3
11. A „ Organize club program with the group. 1 0 It .,
12
»
Obtain speakers. 2 ... 1 3
.0— Arrange for debates
c
2,, , n -J4
—
Arrange Recreation periods. 0 LP.— ,.,.1
,1
.
Conduct Religious programs. 0, ,0
Promote church attendance.
, Q
.
0
, .
.
. ?
17.
1
Interest groups in giving aid to the World Service
program of the 'Y'. 2 0 3
18.
h
Plan trips of interest in the city and outlying
districts
.
1 0 1
1?. z Conduct overnight trips. 2 0 2,.-.
20, Handle disciplinary problems.
.. .0 ,.
.. ,.1... ,.,Q
21.
1
Utilize community resources as libraries, clinics,
guidance centers. \x 0 2
22^
2
Use special services offered by the YMCA as
guidance department, dental clinic, recreation
and health department >
0 0
2?r Q Arrange physical exams for boys. 0. 2
0
Study findings on physical exam to know the
health of each boy better. ii 0 2
25.
2
Counsel boys in personal, social, educational
and vocational interests. 2 0 1
26.
3
Help the maladjusted boy to obtain satisfaction
from increased participation with others. 1 1 1
27. L Encourage boys to learn how to swim. 1 3
28. Encourage boys to affiliate with a National 'Y'
program, as Gra-Y, Jr. Hi-Y. Hi-Y. 1 1 2
29, Hold regular conferences with your Supervisor. 1 0 .1....-
i,
Keep a daily report of your 'Y' activities. 1 n. .1
31.
5
Arrange enough equipment for athletic program. 0 1 0

6k
foUoir them up.
Activities on which leaders need help from siq^ervisors.— As indicated
in Coliann III, there T»as little expressed desire for help ftom the YMCA, In
no instance did a leader ask for help on more than a single activity*
Activities not pertinent to program.— five leaders listed in Column IV
the following items as not pertinent to their programs: conducting relig-
ious programs and promoting church attendamceo Four felt that teaching
handcraft, nature lore and arranging for debates was not a part of their
duties as leaders* All other items were checked by three or fewer leaders*
Analysis of Huntington Avenue Branch
Activities included in program*— It is interesting to note that in
Table XVI ^ 13 of the items were answered by more than 20 of the leaders*
In fact, the range is from 20 to 29 in this bracket* Of the items receiving
less than 20 checkings, only seven were scored by fewer than ten men which
is a good return considering the large number of leaders - 35 - in this
Branch* The selection of items shows a variety of interest in club activi-
ties.
Activities not included but desired.— In Column II, the largest number
of leaders to vote for a single item was 17* This interest centered around
|
visiting homes of boy members. Other large "votes" were in favor of trips
of various kinds and specialized services in health and guidance. Forty per
cent of the leaders expressed a desire to carry on religious programs.
Activities on which leaders need help fircan supervisors*— The largest
number expressing, in Column III, a desire to be helped was ten* These and
a few others asked for help particularly in the "coaching" or "teaching"
^tivitiea*
cc
TABIJE XVI
Inquiry Form for mCA Group Leaders
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I ITEMS II ' III IV
1.
21
Familiarize yourself vrith the neighborhood from
which members of your group come. 13 0 1
2. 17 Visit homes of boys to learn about their home^
school and church background. 17 1 0
3, Teach parliainentary procedure
•
Q p
4. 21 Conduct group games in Social Recreation. 6 ? .S
5.
26
Coach boys in such sports as baseball, football,
basketball, track. 3 6 2
6'. 16 Tell stories.
7,
3
Teach handwork^ such as, leatherwork, metalwork,
craftwork
.
11 10 9
8. 1. Teach nature lore.
—
—2
—
Q, Develop hobby skills.
-J^— 7
10.
9
Make use of specialists, if you do not possess
the skills, for athletic coaching, craftwork,
nature study and other special skills.
11 5 6
11. Organize club program with the group. k 0
12. 0 Obtain speakers.
13. Arrange for debates.
—2
—
1
— ?n
lif. Arrange Recreation periods.
-]
11 Conduct Religious programs. 111 ? .
Promote church attendance. 2
17.
15
Interest groups in giving aid to the World Service
program of the 'Y'
.
12 1 6
18.
16
Plan trips of interest in the city and outlying
districts 15 0 0
Conduct overnight trips. 2 2
.
20. Handle disciplinary problems. 0
fa
T
21.
6
Utilize community resources as libraries, clinics,
guidance centers. 12 3 11
22.
26
Use special services offered by the YMCA as
guidance department, dental clinic, recreation
and health department
.
6 1 1
Pi Arrange physical exams for boys. 8 1 1
24.
16
Study findings on physical exam to know the
health of each boy better. 13 1 2
25.
16
Counsel boys in personal, social, educational
and vocational interests. 13 5 1
26.
23
Help the maladjusted boy to obtain satisfaction
from increased participation with others. h 1
27.
?'i
Encourage boys to learn how to swim. 2 0 ^
28.
13
Encourage boys to affiliate with a National »Y'
program, as Gra-Y, Jr. Hi-Y, Hi-Y. 8 h 8
29. Hold regular conferences with your Supervisor. a
.
^-1
—
-2
30. 20 Keep a daily report of your 'Y' activities. 6 Q J?
31. 23 Arrange enough equipment for athletic program. 5 2 2
f4
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Activities not pertinent to program ,— The items in Column IV which were
considered as not pertinent to the job in the opinion of a number of leaders
were: debating, teaching nature lore, bringing speakers to the cliib and
story tellingo It is interesting to see that one-third of the leaders are
not interested in making use of community resources.
In all this analysis, one of the striking returns, is the large number
of leaders - lit - who want to make religion a part of the program* This
response does not appear in returns from ai^ other Branch. It is undoubtedly
due to the fact that there are so many field work student leaders from
Theological Schools.
Analysis of I^de Park Branch
Activities included in program.— Only five leaders participated in
this study as is shown in Table I7II« Of this number, three or more checked
only seven of the 31 items. Four of the five checked four items, and these
were mostly in the area of recreation, group organization and discipline^
Three of the items received three checks, four items two checks, ten items
one reply and ten items had no response.
Activities not included but desired.— The items, as indicated in
Column II, which leaders would like to include, showed five men desiring
trips for boys to places of interest; four were in favor of overnight
trips for boys; and three felt that they should include personal counseling,
helping maladjusted boys to participate with others, organizing club pro-
grams and developing hobby skills.
Activities on which leaders need help from supervisors,— As far as
help from the YMCA is concerned, five indicated in Column III that they
needed it in the field of teaching handwork and three in coaching basketball

TABLE mi
Inquiry Form for YMCA Grovy Leaders
Hyde Park Branch
I ITEMS II ' 111
1,
ii
Familiarize yourself with the neighborho^^d from
which members of your group come.
0 0 1
2. 1 Visit homes of boys to learn about their home,
schcol and church background.
1 0 2
,.1 Teach parliamentary ij^ro^edyre* 0 2 3",
I Conducx, group games in Social Recreation. 0, 1 2
5.
h
Coach boys in such sports as baseball^ football,
basketball, track. 1
-I 0
6. 2 Tell stories. , a.
,
1 3
,
7.
2
Teach handwork, such as, leatherwork, metalwork,
craftwork
.
2 2
8, 0 Teach nature lore. 2 ]
..?
Develop hobby skills. } 2 3,
10.
1
Make use of specialists, if you do not possess
the skills, for athletic coaching, craftwork,
nature study and other special skills.
1 1 3
11. 1 Organize club program with the group. 3 ? J,
X2. 0 Obtain speakers. 2 ,1
13. 0 !Arran.ge for debates. 1 1
14. 2 j Arrange Recreation periods. 1, 1
0 Conduct Religious programs. 1 . 0 ., h
16. 1 Promote church attendance. 1 0 3
17. Interest groups in giving aid to the World Service
1 program of the 'Y'
.
1 2 2
18.
0
Plan trips of interest in the city and outlying
districts. 5 1 3
!?• 0 Conduct overnight trips. h 1.,. .3,,,..
20. 1 Handle disciplinary problems. ...i... 3 3.,
21,
1
Utilize community resources as libraries, clinics,
guidance centers. 1,
22.
1
Use special services offered by the YMCA as
guidance department, dental clinic, recreation
and health department.
1 1 2
2?. 0 Arrange physical exams for boys.
.z, 2 2
24.
0
Study findings on physical exam to know the
health of each boy better. 2 0 J
25.
1
Counsel boys in personal, social, educational
and vocational interests. 3 2 2
26.
3
Help the maladjusted boy to obtain satisfaction
from increased participation with others. 3 2 0
27. k Encourage boys to learn how to swim. 1 1 , , 1
28.
1 Encourage boys to affiliate with a National 'Y»
program, as Gra-Y. Jr. Hi-Y, Hi-Y. 2 0 2
29. 1 Hold regular conferences with your Supervisor. ? ,,.n,.„.
30. 0 Keep a daily report of your 'Y' activities. 1 0 ?
31. 1 Arrange enough equipment for athletic program. 2 1 3
'I
I
and teaching nature lore.
Activities not pertinent to program.— Five felt, as reported in
Column IV, that arranging debates iiras not important; four, that they should
not conduct religious programs or make use of community resources for their
programs; and three, or more than half of the leaders, regarded as unimpor-
tant to their programs the teaching of parliamentary law, story telling,
nature lore, hobby ^ills, using specialists, obtaining speakers, promoting
church attendance, planning trips, following up physical examinations and
arranging equipment for athletic programs*
This selection of program items is colored no doubt by the fact that
the leaders majored on mass activity and special interest classes rather
than on individual classes.
Analysis of Outer Roxbury Center
Activities included in proyam .— There are only five leaders in this
Center, and their responses in Column I of Table XVIII give a definite
place in their programs to 15 of the 31 items. All five leaders include
four items and four of them included six other items. The remaining five
items were checked by three of the men. The selection of items shows a
good variety of club programs.
Activities not included but desired.— In Column II, it was pointed
out by five leaders that they would like to add to their programs the use
of special services offered by the YMCA and arrange for physical examina-
tions. Four were interested in the follow-up of these examinations and
three want to develop hobby skills and conduct ovemi^t trips.
I4
Inquiry Form for tMCA Group Leaders
Outer Roxbury Center
I ITEMS II ' III IV
TX* Familiarize yourself with the neighborhood from
which members of your Kroup come.
1 0 0
2. Visit homes of boys to learn about their home,
school and.churqh background.
0 0 1
Teach parliamentary procedure. 2 0 2
Conduct ^roup games in Social Recreatione 1 .n,
5.
u
Coach boys in such sports as baseball, football,
basketballs track. 0 0 0
6. 1 Tell stories. 2 , ,0
7.
0
Teach handwork, such as, leatherwork, metalwork,
craftworkc 2 3 k
8. Q Teach nature Ipre, 2 -ja 1
,1 Develop hobby skills
*
1 i,„„. 2
10.
2
Make use of specialists, if you do not possess
the skills, for athletic coaching, craftwork,
.
nature study and other special skills.
1 0 1
11. Organize club program with the group.
. 2 0 0
12. Obtain speakers. 2 n n .
13. 1 Arrange for debates. —L- „„o „.
14. Arrange Recreation periods.
, 00 , 0 ,., 2-
If., Conduct Religious programs. L.IL... 0, . a..
1^. Promote church attendance.
'
. L. , . Q ^.
17.
2
Interest groups in giving aid to the World Service
program of the 'Y'
.
2 1 3
18.
-J
Plan trips of interest in the city and outlying
districts. 1 0 0
19.
-Q. Conduct overnight trips. I 1,
,
20. 0,, Handle disciplinary problems. 1 0
21.
3
Utilize community resources as libraries, clinics,
guidance centers. 1 0 0
22.
1
Use special services offered by the YMCA as
guidance department, dental clinic, recreation
and health department.
0 0
Q Arrange physical exams for boys. Q ,
24.
0
Study findings on physical exam to knOw the
health of each boy better. a 0 0
25.
i;
Counsel boys in personal, social, educational
and vocational interests. 1 0 0
26. Help the maladjusted boy to obtain satisfaction
from increased participation with others. 0 0 0
—Q^.„27. Encourage boys to learn hew to swim. n 1
j28.
1
Encourage boys to affiliate with a National 'Y»
program, as Gra^Y* Jr. Hi-Y, Hi-Y. 2 0 2
29. ii Hold reg'olar conferences with your Supervisor. .1.. 0 . „.a._
Keep a daily report of your 'i' activities
»
.a „ n
31. h Arrange enough equipment for athletic programc 0 2 0
i4
Activities on which leaders need help from supervisors *— Only in
teaching handwork did the leaders feel the need of help from the YMCA as
shown in Coliimn III.
Activities not pertinent to program,-" Five leaders were sure that pro-
moting church attendance was not part of their job, and four felt that
story telling and teaching handwork was not their function. Three did not
regard World Service programs important to club work*
As in the neighborhood-centered programs - Allston-Brighton and
West Roxbury-Roslindale - the leaders in this Center made a larger selection
of the program items listed than did the leaders in most of the established
Branches. This is due, in large measure, to the supervision they received
from staff people interested principally in this kind of programming.
Analysis of West Roxb\jry-Roslindale Center
Activities included in program .— In this area, the seven leaders par-
ticipating in the study checked lU different items as shown in Table XIX.
These items varied from the recreational interests to the more personalized
service of guidance and the technique of group organization. The majority
of items were checked by four and five leaders respectively - four of them
checking seven it«ns and five of them checking six* Recordings by the
others were quite scattered.
Activities not included but desired.— The things they would like to
do are expressed by four leaders in Column II as follows: teach nature lore
and use special services offered by the YMCA. Three leaders wanted to in-
terest boys in World Service.
f
TABLE XIX
Inquiry Form for YMCA Group Leaders
West Roxbury-Roslindale Center
I ITEMS II ' III IV
1.
5
Familiarize yourself vdth the neighborhood from
which members of your group come. 1 0 1
2.
2
Visit homes of boys to learn about their home,
school and church background.
•5
J 0
h L Teach parliamentary procedure. 2 0
? Conduct group games in Social Recreation. 0 0 -It
5. 6
Coach boys in such sports as baseball, football,
basketball, track. 0 Q X
6. if Tell stories. 0 0
7. 1 Teach handvrark, such as, leatherwork, metalwork,
craftwork. 2 0 3
8, O" Teach nature lore. I 0 >
?• 1 Develop hobby skills. 3 1 2
10. 2 Make use of specialists, if you do not possess
the skills, for athletic coaching, craftwork,
nature study and other special skills.
3 0 3
11. li Organize club program with the group. 0 0 2
12. Obtain speakers. 2 1 2
13. 'Arrange for debates. 1 1 h
14. Arrange Recreation periods. 0 0 2
Conduct Religious programs. '1 1 h
l6. Promote church attendance. 0 0 %
17*
0
Interest groups in giving aid to the World Service
program of the 'Y'
.
3 3 2
18. h Plan trips of interest in the city and outlying
districts. 2 0 2
1"?. 2 Conduct overnight trips.
,. ....
< Handle disciplinary problems. 6 0 2
21. 2 Utilize community resources as libraries, clinics,
guidance centers* 3 1
0
c.
22.,
1
Use special services offered by the YMCA as
giiidance department, dental clinic, recreation
and health department.
h 2 TX
2^ Arrange physical exams for boys. 2 2 2
24. 0 Study findings on physical exam to know the
health of each boy better. 2 2 3
25.
h
Counsel boys in personal, social, educational
and vocational interests. 1 1 1
26. h Help the maladjusted boy to obtain satisfaction
from increased participation with others. 2 0 2
27. } Encourage boys to learn how to swim. 3 0 1
28.
2
Encourage boys to affiliate with a National 'Y'
program, as Gra-Y, Jr. Hi-Y, Hi-Y.
2 1 2
Hold regular conferences with your Supervisor. 2 a-
'6
Keep a daily report of yoxur 'Y' activities. 1 0 1
31. 3 Arrange enough equipment for athletic program* 2 2 2
I
Activities on irtiich leaders need help from supervisors *— As shown in
Column III, the item on which most leaders - three ~ wanted help was in get-
^ ting the interest of groups in World Service,
Activities not pertinent to program,— In classifying non-pertinent
items, foxir said in Column IV that arranging for debates and conducting re-
ligious programs was not part of their work. Three listed story telling,
handwork, nature lore, use of specialists, promotion of church attendance
and follow-up of physical examinations as unimportant.
The comment made in the preceding Table XVIII on Outer Roxbury applies
to this Center but with even more emphasis because the writer of this thesis
is the supervisor of the program.
Composite Analysis of the Seven Centers
Activities included in program,— From 69 to 80 per cent of the 88
leaders listed in Column I on Table XX five primary items in their programs.
Except in one instance, these dealt with the organization and administra-
tion of clubs. The one exception had to do with recreation. In the next
bracket, the items checked by 6U to 6? per cent of the leaders dealt almost
exclusively with recreation but added to this was their interest in the
maladjusted boy. From there on, fewer leaders checked the items, but pro-
gram interest broadened to include personal services such as parliamentary
procedure, personal guidance and co\inseling.
Activities not included but desired,— The hi^est number of leaders
^ suggesting a single item to be included in their programs was Ul - nearly
50 per cent of the total. The item appearing in Column II had to do with
the health of boys as revealed in the findings from physical examinations*
i
TABLE XX
Inquiry Form for WCk Group Leaders
I ITEMS II III IV
1. 62 Familiarize yourself with the neighborhood from
which members of your ^roup come; 23
0 7
2. 37 Visit homes of boys to learn about their home,
school and church background.
35 h 7
3. Teach parliament ai^y procedure. 29, „ 6, 20 .
Conduct ^roup games, in Social Recreatiom 9 k
5. 71 Coach boys in such sports as baseball, football,
balsketball, track.
9 9 6
6. 3l Tell stories. 18 6 }k
7. Teach handwork, such as, leatherwork, metalwork,
craftwork= 22 26 31
8. a Teach nature lore. 26 A k2
Develop hobby skills. I'? 1^ ?9
10.
22
Make use of specialists, if you do not possess
the skills, for athletic cdaching, craftwork,
nature study and other, special skills.
25 12 26
11. Organize club program with the group. 12 3
12. 26 Obtain speakers. 26 7 35
13. Arrange for debates. 5
14. ^9 Arrange Recreation periods. k 6 5
,
20 Conduct Religious programs. 3
, ii7
32 Promote church attendance. Ik 5 13
17. 21; Interest groups in giving aid to the World Service
program of the >Y'
.
31 13 21
18. Plan trips of interest in the city and outlying
districts.
32 16
19. 30 Conduct cfvernight trips. 36 17.
20. 61 Handle disciplinary problems. 10, ,7
21. 15 Utilize community resources as libraries, clinics,
guidance centers.
30 10 29
22.
-JO
Use special services offered by the YMCA as
guidance department, dental clinic, recreation
and health department.
29 8 16
31 Arrange physical exams for boys. V 9 ,
24.
22
Study findings on physical exam to know the
health of each boy better.
ill 1 7
25.
ia
Counsel boys in personal, social, educational
and vocational interests. 27 11 11
26.
57
Help the maladjusted boy to obtain satisfaction
from increased participation with others. 19 8 7
27. ?8 Encourage boys to learn how to swim. ,13. .
?8.
2li
Encourage boys to affiliate with a National 'Y'
program, as Gra-Y, Jr. Hi-Y, Hi-Y* 26 9 26
29, $1 Hold regular conferences with your Sup-ervisor. 15 2 M
30. ^2 Keep a daily report of your *Y' activities* ? 1 13, ..
31, 52 Arrange enough equipment for athletic program. 11* 10 15
0
other importSLnt items included trips, visits to homes of boys and develop-
ing hobby skills* At least 30 of the leaders "wanted to make better use of
community resources*
Activities on which leaders need help fjrom supervisors*— The largest
request for help came as checked in Column III in the matter of teaching
certain skills and specialized subjects such as handcraft*
Activities not pertinent to program*— More than half the leaders or
lj8, in Column IV, indicated that they felt as unimportant such subjects as
teaching nature lore, developing hobbies, telling stories, securing speakers,
using community resources and affiliating local groups -with ihe National
jj
IMGA programs* Forty-seven leaders felt that conducting religious programs
nas not part of their duties*
Additional Activities Suggested hy Leaders
Activities nan included in club programs but not mentioned in original
list of 31 items *— In Colimm I, the leaders added sixteen new items none
of which appeared more than once* They are:
1* Emphasize forei^ missions.
2. Encourage Red Cross support.
3* Encourage Community Chest siq)port*
ho Enco\arage physical and financial aid to needy
causes and people*
5* Farewell banquets*
6* Visit the Sportsman's Show,
7* Program of advancement and awards*
8* Party every three months*
9* Educational motion pictures*
10* parents visit the meetings each month.
11* Tennis*
12* Bowling.
13* Long-range club goals set up by the club with the
help of the leader.
11;, Home and home games of baseball with other areas*
15» Modem dancing.
16* Infozmal discussions on interracial relations*
I
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Activities not mentioned in Inquiry Form which leaders woiild like to
include in clxjb programs *— In Column II, these items were checked by 11
different leaders as desirable for good programs:
1. Coach boys in dramatics.
2« Co-ed swim and dances.
3* Sport films
k* Job placement for young boys and for seniors.
5. Visual aid (radio, manufacturing).
6. Social and vocational guidance.
?. Greater latitude in usage of Y facilities.
8. Organize program for leadership development ataong
the boys.
9. Indoctrination in democratic principles.
10. Physical fitness index.
11. City-Wide Y baseball league.
Activities not mentioned in Inquiry Form which leaders thought they
could handle better if YMCA gave more help .— In Column III, help was re-
quested on only three items, namely, distant mountain climbing, picnics and
hikes. One leader listed all three. Many of the above items listed by
some of the leaders when analyzed closely, could easily fall in line with
one or another of the 31 items stated on the Inquiry Form. For example.
Item 25 in the Inquiry Form is— Counsel boys in personal, social, educa-
tional and vocational interests. The leaders suggested the following phras-
ing of it - job placement for younger boys and for seniors, social and vo-
cational guidance.
Critical Evaluation of Responses
Limitations of Inquiry Form.— From some of the returns by Centers, it
would appear that there may have been some ambiguity in the instructions.
The leaders were called upon to draw rather fine lines between what they
were actually doing, Triiat they would like to do and what things were irrele-
vant to the program. If they checked thoughtfully, as apparently mostcf thm
r
did, it mi^t involve checking an item in Colimn I as part of the leader's
program and in Column IV as being not pertinent to the program. For in-
stance, on the question of discipline, a leader might be obliged by his
s\xpeTy±seT to include the handling of disciplinary problems as part of his
program, but he might well believe it irqs not his job to do so» Other il-
lustrations of this could be drawn from the summaries of the check list by
centers, but this one points up the question of ambiguity.
Also, it was quite evident that the most essential items in programming
might not be in the list of 31 itons used in the construction of the Form#
This was definitely proven to be true when in the space provided at the end
of the Form for other activities to be included in programs, 30 suggestions
were made. Some of these were, in essence, the same as those found in the
original 31 but were phrased differently. The majority, however, were re-
corded as desirable new program features*
The responses from leaders were also colored quite naturally by their
age, educational background and the kinds of activities for which they were
leaders. The college men and graduate students showed a larger range of
program activities for their groups than did the high school boys who were
serving as leaders. THaey also placed more importance on certain learning
processes in the groups than did the younger boys who stressed participation
in active games and mass activities.
Judged by the responses to the items which were listed as not pertinent
^ to the program, more than half of the leaders could be said to have less
than a broad view of group work. This is borne out by declarations regard-
I
ing the place of nature study, hobbies and specialized skills as well as by
the fact that they do not consider help from other community organizations

©r affiliation with National IMCA groups very in^jortant. By and large, rou-
tine procedures seem more iinportant to leaders.
In regcird to their lack of responsibilities for religious programs
Tfithin groups or for prcanoting church attendance by their boys, it is quite
in order to raise the question of how the objectives of the IMCA in the
area of religion can be realized if not through leaders of small groupso
No doubt the mixture of religious faiths in the membership of the Boys' Di-
visions is a b|ckgi^)und against which the leaders' opinions are reflected
in this regard*
Ii
CHAPTER VII
ANALISIS OF SUPERVISORS' RATINGS OF LEADERS
Methods of Evaluation
Supervisors and their techniques *— There were eleven supervisors in
the seven activity centers who rated 88 leaders* The Huntington Avenue
Branch had three supervisors in addition to the Boys' Work Secretaries who
also did supervision. In all the other Centers, the supervisors were the
Boys' Work Secretaries,
Of the eight Boys' Work Secretaries who reported as supervisors, only-
tiro had been in their present positions for more than five years. One other
had been a Secretary for two years but had been doing part-time work in the
Branch as a student for three years prior to becoming a Secretary, The
other five men had been Secretaries in their Boys' Divisions for two years
or less - two of them serving for less than one year.
These men all carried heavy administrative duties and gave only part
of their time to supervision of group leaders. The other three supervisors
were students-in-training and majored on supervision of group leaders work-
ing vmder their direction.
The Rating Scale was set up so that the supervisor could check his
opinions of the leader as a person and his program at the point on the
scale which most nearly indicated the supervisor's best judgment.
There were five points on the scale running from low, in the extreme
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left, to high, on the extreme right, which could be checked. If the super-
visor felt that the leader sho\ild not be rated exactly on the point but at
some mid-point, then the rating could be so placed*
There were other features of the scale. One included provision for the
supervisor to give, in a written line, evidence to support his judgnent.
He could also check the fact that he had insufficient opportxmity to observe
the leader. Finally, each supervisor was asked to state the length of time
the leader had been under his supervision and the length of time he had been
a leader in the YMGA.,
At the end of the Rating Scale, provision was made for supervisors to
give: (a) an overall rating of the leaders and (b) the particular kinds of
help which they felt the leader needed to improve the quality of his service;
This space on the scale form was given the heading of ''Question 10" and the
responses to it will appear as evaluation paragraphs under the Branch or
Center Analyses,
For purposes of identifying the items on the scale, they have been
briefed under the word "Question 10" with a word or combination of words
which most appropriately describe the trait or activity rated by the super-
visors* This process applies to both sections of the scale — "The Leader
as a Person" and "The Leader and His Program,"
Analysis of Supervisors' Rating Scales ^7 Centers
Allston-Brighton Center,— In Table XXI, "The Leader as a Person," ten
leaders were given 70 judgments by their supervisors. Seventeen fall below
average on the scalej Ih are average and 38 are above average. Of this last
number, 13 are rated in the hi^est bracket*

Question
TABLE m
THE LEADER AS A PERSON
Freqaency of Rating
1-2 2-3
Personal
Impression
Command
Respect
Emotional
Maturity
Likeability
Voice
Health
Attitude
9f
TOTAL JUDGMENTS 21 3 7 UlU 811 lil3 2
T»ro of the ten leaders are considered emotionally immature; and on the
highest level, two men stand at the very top on the basis of personal im-
pression and commanding respect* Three others rate high on their attitude
ttjward the group and in the matter of health.
The fact that in the total number of 70 judgnents 52 are average or
better woiild indicate that the leadership in this center is of fairly high
order. However, the fact that three of the ten leaders show definite signs
of emotional immaturity calls for action on the part of the staff people
responsible for the program in this area.
In "The Leader and His Program," Table XXII, 19 different judgments
were given for below average performances, lit for average and 5U for above
i
average. In this last classification, 21 -were scored on the very highest
point.
TABLE mi
THE LEADER AND HIS PROGRAM
Question Frequency of Rating
0-.1 1 1-2 2 2-3 3 3-h h 5
Objectives and 1 2 2 2 2 1
Purposes
Use of Program 1 1 3 12 11
Material
Program 1 1 U 111
Planning
Self-Direction 1 U 12 3
Property and il 1 11122
Equipment
Alertness 11 12^
Cooperation 1 1 1 3 2 2
Record KBeping 1 1 1 3 2 2
Social 11 11 3 11
Iftiderstanding
TOTAL JUDQiENTS 2 7 0 10 1 ll* 5 l6 12 21
The largest single number in the beloir average group were weakest in
self direction. On the other hand, four leaders rated high in the care of
property and in cooperation with their supervisors. Five were considered
excellent in working on the understanding of problems. Those in the average
who were the strongest were in program planning and the use of program ma-
terials. They are described as "very capable, dependable, happy and broad-
Inded." There are those who are able "To see both sides of an issae." Yel^

there are leaders filled -with personal conflicts and problems. In the en-
tire group are two young felloirs who have especially good possibilities for
leadership.
Supervisors recommend that many of these leaders have training, guidance
and experience in program building in order to be the kind of leaders needed
for this work.
Charlestown Branch .— In Table XXIII under "The Leader as a Person,"
13h of the li\k judgments given to 20 leaders were average or better than
average. The ten who were belcnr average all were rated at point 2 on the
scale.
TABLE XXIII
THE LEADER AS A PERSON
Question Frequency of Rating
0-1 1 1-2 2 2-3 3 3-U h U-5
Personal
lo^ression
1 12 2
Coimnand
Respect
2 12 h 1
Emotional
Maturity
2 6 12
Likeability 8 11 1
Voice 3 8 8 1
Health 1 8 10 1
Attitude 1 8 8 3
TOTAL JUDGMENTS 0 0 0 10 0 63 0 62 0 9 0
On the low side, three were given poor ratings on the use of the voice; twe
were poor in commanding confidence and respect and one was considered
ii
ill
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emotionally immature.
As in the foregoing table, the judgments under "The Leader and His
Program" in Table XXIV are all, with the exception of ten, average or above
average Tdth 93 out of 169 being given ratings at point k in the scale.
TABLE XXIV
THE LEADER AND HIS PROGRAM
Question Frequency of Rating
0-1 1 1-2 2 2-3 3 3-lt h 5 ^
Objectives and
Purposes
3 5 11 1
Use of Program
Uaterial
2 7 11
Program
Planning
8 9 1
Self-Direction 7 10 2
Property and
Equipment
1 h lU
Alertness 1 10 9
Cooperation 6 12 2
Record Keeping 1 10 8 1
Social Itoder-
standing
2 8 9 1
TOTAL JHXaHIWTS 0 0 0 10 0 66 0 93 0 8 0
The leaders rated loir were on the questions of understanding the objec-
tives and purposes, use of program material and lack of skill in handling
conflict situations*
On the other hand, in the higher rating more than one-half or 11 of the
I
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20 leaders were on point k regarding their understanding of objectives and
use of material. Twelve leaders rated very hi^ on cooperation and eight
judgments were spread over point 5 which is excellent.
In the evaluation of the leaders, supervisors classified eight men as
good, one very good, two average and two fair. One was called exceptionally
j
1
fine and a supervisor labeled another as a "future YMCA Secretary,"
In the opinion of the supervisors, various kinds of help should be
given along the lines of more training, experience and further schooling*
Dorchester Center Branch,— Six leaders were given Ul judgments by
their supervisors in Table XXV on "The Leader as a Person," The judgments
were almost divided at the point of average - 18 being below average and 23
average or above,
TABLE XX7
THE LEADER AS A PERSON
Question Frequency of Rating
0-1 1 1-2 2 2-3 3 3-1* k h-S $ 5-
Personal k 2
Impression
Command 1 2 2 1
Respect
Eknotional 2 2 11
Maiiurixy
Likeability 2 111
Voice 3 111
Health 2 2 2
Attitude 1 12 1 1
TOTAL JUDGMENTS 101 0 16 2 3 2 10 33
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One leader was considered as unable to conmiand the respect of his
group. The majority, however
j
in the low group were all on point 2-3 or
just below average on the scale. The judgments were made at a point just
below excellent, and they were spread quite evenly over the nine subjects
checked*
In Table XXVI which follows on "The Leader and His Program," the super-
visor considered his leaders weak in the program field. This was clearly-
shown tjy the fact that UO of the judgments were from 0-1 to 2-3, just be-
low average on the scale.
TABLE XXVI
THE LEW)ER AND HIS PROGRAM
Question Frequency of Rating
0-1 1 1-2 2 2-3 3 3-h k h-S 5 5-
1
Objectives and
Purposes
5 1
1
Use of Program 3 2
Material
1
Program 1 1
Planning
2 1 1
Self-Direction 1 2 2 1
1
Property and
Equipment
3 2 1
1 Alertness U 1
Cooperation 1 2 11 1
Record Keeping 3
Social Ifeder- 2
standing
3 1
12 1
TOTAL JUDGMENTS 31lU 1 21 7 3 011 2
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In the low ratings, the harshest judgments were on leaders -vrho were said
t© antagnize and irritate people. There were three judgments of this kind;
|
but on the other hand, two leaders were exceptionally fine in attitude and
cooperation.
The evaluation of the leaders by this supervisor seems to indicate the
presence of the halo effect in his judgments. Some of the rather severe *
ratings may be due to his own lack of understanding of the Program because
of his short tenure in his present position.
Huntington Avenue Branch ,— There were 35 leaders rated in Table XX7II
with 2h2 judgments. Out of this number, 228 were average or above; 17 were
rated at the top on point $ of the scale; 17 at point li,5 and 57 on point k»\
This shows a large number of leaders in the near excellent and excellent
categories.
TABLE XXVII
THE LEADER AS A PERSON
Question Frequency of Rating
0-1 1 1-2 2 2-3 3 3-ii li li-5 5 5-
Personal
Impression
1 10 1 9 3 13
Command
Respect
1 1 11 2 6 2 13
Emotional
Maturity
2 6 2 10 k 12
1
Likeability 3 6 2 11 1 12 1
Voice 2 1 12 h 5 1 9
Health 1 10 k 8 5 6
Attitude 1 1 ii 2 8 1 12
TOTAL JUDGMENTS 0 1 0 7 6 $9 17 57 17 77 1
111
!
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Only a comparatively few of the 35 leaders were rated in the Icnr brack
ets by their supervisors. Two men were considered emotionally immature.
The ability of the leaders to organize good programs can readily be
seen in the following table. Of 29h judgments, 262 were average or above;
93 were in the top category at point 5 on the scale and 93 more are on paints
k and 14t5.
TABLE Xmil
THE LEADER AND HIS PROGRAM
Question Frequency of Rating
0-1 1-2 2-3 3-U li-5 5 ^
Objectives and
Purposes
Use of Program
Material
Program
Planning
Self-Direction
Property and
Equipment
Alertness 1
Cooperation
Record Keeping 1
Social Uhder-
' standing
5
7
12
3
7
7
k
11
13
11
7
5
8
9
6
7
10
9
7
10
18
9
17
6
7
TOTAL JimJENTS 2 8 13 62 Hi 7U 19 93 0
The above ratings would indicate that the Huntington Avenue Branch has
a better than average corps of leaders. The supervisors' ratings on the
scale were supported by written evidence on the spaces provided for such
i
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records.
Since there were several supervisors, many different descriptions of
leaders were given. They ranged all the way from superior to mediocre*
Suggestions for improvement of leaders were made by supervisors at the point
of personality icprovement, better program planning and training in club
administrative skills and techniques.
I^de Park Branch .— With only five leaders being considered, the judg-
ments on them in Table XXIX were rather intimately made ty the supervisor.
Of 35 Judgments given, 30 were average or better with the largest number. of
22 being on the just above average point on the scale.
TABLE XXIX
THE LEADER AS A PERSON
Question Frequency of Rating
0-1 1 1-2 2-3 3-li U-5
Personal
Impression
Command
Respect
Emotional
liJaturity
Likeabili-ty
Voice
Health
Attitude
^ TOTAL JUDGMENTS 0 0 22
Althou^ the above scale shows leaders as persons just a bit above
(4
1.
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average in this field of interest, some of them rated high in personal im-
pressions made on people. Two were considered "likeable" and one especially
strong in self-control.
In considering "The Leader and His Program," the supervisor of these
same five leaders recorded 39 judgments as shown in Table XXX,
TABLE XXX
THE LEADER AND HIS PROGRAM
Question Frequency of Rating
0-1 1 1-2 2 2-3 3 3-i; k 5 5^
Objectives and 3
Purposes
Use of Program k 1
Material
Program 3 2
planning
Self-DirecUon 1 k
Property and 5
.
Equipment
Alertness 1 h
Cooperation 3 2
Record Keeping 1
Social Under- 1 U
standing
TOTAL JUDGMENTS 000 0 10 0 2? 2 0 00
Of the 39 judgments, 29 were on point 3-U in the scale or just above
average; 10 were on point 2-3 or just below average. The supervisor rated
the leaders as weak and fairly good. One had good possibilities as a leaden

and one was considered good. All of them needed a lot of help and more
force of personality in doing their work.
Outer Roxbmy Center ,— Table XXXI shows the judgments of one super-
visor of five leaders. Only two of the five leaders were rated in any way
below average - 32 out of 35 judgments were average or better with 10 on
point 5 indicating excellency.
TABLE XXXI
THE LEADER AS A PERSON
Question Frequency of Rating
0-1 1 1-2 2 2-3 3 3-U h hS $ 5+
Personal 2 11 1
Impressions
Command 3 2
Respect
Emotional 1 1
Maturity 2 i
Ukeability 113
Voice 2 111
Health k 1
Attitude 2 1 2
TOTAL JUDGMENTS 000 2 1 13 h 5 0 10
Three ratees are said to get along reasonably well with people, and
two are described as good at encouraging membership participation* All of
the leaders are well liked and are friendly with those about them.
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The judgments in Table XXXII concerning "The Leader and His Program"
numbered k$ of which 20 are on point 5 or excellent,
TABLE XXXII
THE lEADER AND HIS PROGRAM
Question Frequency of Rating
0^1 1 1-2 2 2-3 3 3-li k U-5 5 5-+
Objectives and 112 1
Purposes
Use of Program 113
Material
Program 113
planning
Self-Direction 1 112
Property and 12 2
Equipment
Alertness 2 1. 2
Cooperation 12 2
I
Record Keeping 112 2
Social Under- 1 3
standing
TOTAL JUDGMENTS 01020 8 3110 20
The ratings show that the leaders make excellent use of program material.
Consequently, their programs are interesting and carefully planned. The
leaders are extremely alert in dealing with conflict situations.
An evaluation of this statement should point out that the leaders in
this particular center are picked because of their possession of this trait,
ttiey deal with many social issues of race and color especially.
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The supervisor felt that these leaders needed more experience through
collaboration and association with other leaders. This is especially true,
again, because of the nature of the program.
West Roxbury-Roslindale Center.— This center had one supervisor giv-
ing judgments on seven leaders. Table XXXIII shows the spread of the judg-
ments all the way from poor at point 1-2 to excellent at point > this
"being the largest number at any point in the scale.
TA.BLE XXXIII
THE LEADER AS A PERSON
Qaestion Frequency of Rating
0-1 1 1-2 2-3 3-i; U-5
Personal
Impression
Command
Respect
Emotional
Maturity
likeability
Voice
Health
Attitude
TOTAL JUDGMENTS 0 11 lU
Six of the seven leaders were rated as well liked, and three were ex-
cellent in encouraging member participation. One of the seven leaders was
described as emotionally immature.
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In rating "The Leader and His Program," the supervisor considered the
angority as having a fine understanding of their work. The judgments in
Table ]aiiy indicate this,
TABLE XXXIV
THE LEADER AND HIS PROGRAM
Question Frequency of Rating
0-1 1 1-2 2 2-3 3 3-U h li-^ 5 5+
Objectives and 111 22
purposes
Use of Program 111 1 12
Material
Program 111 112
Planning
Self-Direction ^ i 112
Property 12 3
Equipment
Alertoess 111 32
Cooperation 2 2 3
Record Keeping
-y. i 112
Social Under- , ,
-, n ->
standing ^ ^ 1113
TOTAL JUDGMENTS003 23636 5li;21
It is interesting to note that 35 of the 63 judgments are on the very
highest points of the scale, points 5 and 5+- Only eight of the judgments
were below average. This might indicate the presence of halo effect in the
rating. The same expression of excellency is given in the supervisor's
description of the leaders as "excellent," Three are given this rating and
(
one is called "a fine leader." The others need a little help to become
better suited to their work in devising programs and in guiding boys.
Summary of SiQjervisors » Rating Scales
Overall judgments for seven Centers ^— Looking at the entire leadership
situation from the rating scale summaries, 610 judgments were made as shown
in Table XX3CV below.
T^BLE XXXV
THE LEADER AS A PERSON
Question Frequency of Rating
0-1 1 1-2 2 2-3 3 3-i; h 5 5+
Personal
Impression
1 3 6 25 7 17 10 19 2
Command 1
Respect
1 h 5 27 8 15 k 19
Emotional 2
Maturity
1 1 h I2i 11 26 8 16 2
UkeabiUty 2 7 18 5 27 h 21 1*
Voice 1 1 9 6 25 8 11* 3 15 k
Health 1 26 9 23 10 13 1
Attitude 1 1 3 2 20 10 18 3 20 3
TOI^L JUDGMENTS 3 3 5 26 35 155 58 11*0 k2 123 20
About 12 per cent or only 72 judgments were in the beloair average rat-
ing. Slightly over 25 per cent or 155 were average and 63 per cent or 383
were above average. About one-fourth or 21* per cent indicated excellency
on the part of the leaders in regard to personality traits.

The judgments on "The Leader and His Program" for the seven Centers
totaled 725» In Table XXX7I is shovm the distribution of these judgments*
TABLE XXXVI
THE lEADER AND HIS PROGRAM
Question Frequency of Rating
0-1 1 1-2 2 2-3 3 3-U U it-5 5 54
Objectives and
Purposes
1 h 6 9 29 li 16 2
Use of Program
Jaa UOl XdJ,
3 1 2 8 11 5 26 2 lli 2
Program Plan-
ning
3 3 7 21 3 17 6 13 2
Self-Direction 3 6 h 21 10 19 ii 18 2
Property and
Equipment
2 3 12 6 23 7 27 3
Alertness 1 1 7 i; 5 20 10 19 U 16 U
Cooperation 1 2 1 3 15 5 23 li 28 3
Record Keeping 1 2 k 3 ii 16 20 U 12 3
Social ttider-
standing
2 3 6 22 7 21 3 13 3
TOTAL JUDGMENTS 5 11 2h 35 16 132 59 19U 38 157 2li
Of the 725 judgments, 121 or slightly more than 16 per cent were in the
below average range on the scale, 132 or 18 per cent average and 1*69 or 66
per cent above average* Of the entire number, 181 or 25 per cent signified
excellency in program understanding and performance.

Summary
Chapter evaluation.— There is ample evidence that the instructions on
the Supervisory Rating Scale were well understood by the supervisors. In
only one instance did a supervisor miss checking all the questions.
It was somewhat disappointing to the writer that some of the super-
visors did not consider it important to give evidence in support of their
ratings or they did not want to take the time to do so. At Huntington Ave-
nue, which had a large number of leaders, one supervisor said he had not ji
been able to observe the ways in which some of the leaders had made use of
|
program materials. In the execution of their programs, and in the keeping
of their records, he was unable to make judgments.
It has been pointed out earlier in the thesis that the students in
training, as represented by the men on the Huntington Avenue Staff, seemed
to make better judgments than did the Boys' Work Secretaries in the various
Branches. This was probably due to the fact that the Secretaries gave only
fractional attention to supervision, irtiereas the students majored on super-
vision as part of their work.
Although it would seen that the halo effect in rating would appear more
strongly in the centers iriiich had comparatively few leaders, rather than in
one like Huntington Avenue with a large number, this was not the case except
in Dorchester and West Roxbury. The Huntington Avenue distribution which
|
was largely concentrated in Columns 3> li and 5, would indicate the possi-
bility of a strong halo effect^
In regard to the reliability and validity of the ratings, it has been
recognized that these might be low because only one rater was used on each
leader* This fact, however, does not minimize the importance of the scales
|

in pointing out the weaknesses and strengths of the program as a whole. Al-
though the majority of the leaders were rated very high in program under-
j
standing, the ratings on the poorer leaders showed clearly the areas in
which better in-training processes should be developed in the centers in-
volved.
A detailed stiidy of the summaries as recorded in the tables of this
chapter would reveal the points at which improvement might be undertaken
throughout the Association and especially in those centers where apparent
weaknesses have appeared in the analyses of the leadership situation.

j, ^ I
CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
Purpose restated ,--' In seeking to accomplish the purpose of this
thesis, namely, to make a critical analysis and evaluation of the present
leadership of the Boys* Work Program of the Boston YMCAj to determine cri-
teria and standards for recruiting, training and supervising leaders; and
to make the necessary recommendations to the proper officials for making
these practices and standards effective in the Association Boys» Work Pro-
gram, the -writer wants to make some general observations.
Limitations encountered .— The writer was aware in beginning this
study that she would face certain limitations. This proved to be true. It
has been shown in Chapter II that the success or failure of YMCA programs
depends upon the quality and effectiveness of its leaders, especially in the
I
areaof group education^ It has been made evident that very little direct
attention has been given to this question either locally or on a national
basis, within recent years* Spasmodic attempts have been made by certain
local Associations. The last nation-^wide study was made a little over a
decade ago w hich has been referred to in this thesis as the Report of the
1937 Boys* Workers Assembly, That so little has been done may be accotinted
}; ^ for by Idle fact that the years of the last decade have caused complete dis-
rtqption of leadership personnel, both paid and volionteer, in agencies like
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the YMCA* In our study this was most vividly revealed in one of our Cen-
ters, Hyde Park, which in 19U0 had 6? leaders and in 19kl only five,
ji In spite of apparent low reliability and validity of t he Rating Scale,
ij the case has been made for the value of this measurement process in estabHsh-
|]
ing a basis for the improvement of leadership. It has revealed the weak-
I
nesses and strengths of the leadership situation in the YMCA. and upon these
I
facts, programs for improvements can be outlined.
The writer had little on which to draw for giiidance in making this
Boston stuc^. Especially was this true at the point of constructing an in-
I
strument for measuring the effectiveness of leadership. It was necessary to
j
depend upon the experiences and resources of educational systems which have
!
given a great deal of attention to teaching efficiency.
Within the organization itself, limitations appeared. In regard to
^
personnel, for example, with one or two exceptions, the Boys' Work Secreta-
ries on whom the writer had to depend for help in getting the necessary in-
' formation for the study had had very little experience in directing Boys*
Work Programs in Group Education. Also, because there were so few persons
in positions of supervisory responsibility, it made it practically impossible
to get more than a single rating on each leader,
j
Findings
Sources of findings ,— The findings as they appear here are taken from
three sources: (1) from the conferences of the writer with the Boys' Work
Secretaries, (2) from the responses of the Leaders to the items on the
Inquiry Form and (3) from the responses of the supervisors to the questions
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on the Rating Scales - The Leader as a Person and The Leader and His Pro-
gram.
Those from the Boys* Work Secretaries are put down in the form of
statements. The findings from leaders and supervisors have been detailed
so that they might serve as a practical guide for the YMCA in setting up
its leadership programs and developing training practices on the basis of
the material worked on in this study.
Findings revealed by Boys' Work Secretaries,— Boys' Work at Charles-
town, Dorchester, Huntington Avenue and Hyde Park has been carried on in
well-established Branches, each having a fairly long history of service.
All but Dorchester are building centered. In Allston-Brighton, West Roxbury
Roslindale sections, the programs are of the non-equipment type and have
been going on for about five years. The Outer Roxbury program is not quite
two years old.
Only three of the seven centers have clear-cut policies covering
methods of recnaiting, training, and supervising leaders.
Since Dorchester and Hyde Park seem to have glaring weaknesses in their
leadership situation, it may well be because they have no written policies
on the subject. On the other hand, Huntington Avenue and Charlestown which
do have clear-cut policies have sound leadership programs.
With the exception of Allston-Brighton, all centers have, according to
available standards, normal loads of leaders per supervisor and boys in
clubs per leader.
The turnover in leadership is very heavy. Twenty-five leaders have
been in service one year or less and 71 of the 38 leaders have served two
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years or less.
The best source of leadership has been the colleges of the City,
Sixty-one of the 88 leaders are in college, college graduates and graduate
students. Cooperative arrangements between the YMCA and the colleges ac-
count for this result.
In all centers, except Huntington Avenue, there were 11 supervisors of
whom eight were Boys' Work Secretaries and three were students doing gradu-
ate work.
Of the eight Boys' Work Secretaries, only two had been in their present
positions for more than five years. Five had been secretaries for two years
or less.
All secretaries gave only part of their time to the supervision of
group leaders because of the necessity of carrying heavy administrative
duties.
The outline as now presented is drawn from the responses in the four
Columns of the Inquiry Form, They are set down, not in sequence, but for
purposes of emphasis in this order:
Column I Activities included in Program
Column I¥ Activities not pertinent to Program
Colijmn II Activities desired but not included in Program
Column III Activities on which leaders need help from
Supervisors
Suggestions also made by leaders for activities not mentioned on the Fom
are recorded for consideration by program makers.
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Findings revealed by Leaders .
recorded in Column I are:
Leaders Responses
71
6k
63
62
62
61
59
58
58
57
52
ii5
All the above recordings were made
The following are activities which
include in their programs.
Leaders Responses
hi
39
37
36
3U
32
31
30
Responses covering ongoing programs as
Program Items
Coach boys in such sports as baseball,
football, basketball, track
Organize club program with the group
Hold regular conferences with yo\ir
supervisor
Keep a daily report of your 'Y» activi-
ties
Familiarize yourself with the neighbor-
hood from which members of your group
come
Handle disciplinary problems
Arrange recreation periods
Conduct group games in Social Recreaticr[
Encourage boys to learn how to swim
Help the maladjusted boy to obtain
satisfaction from increased partici-
pation with others
Arrange enough equipment for athletic
program
Teach parliamentary procedure
by 50 per cent or more of the leaders,
less taan 50 per cent of the leaders
Program Items
Counsel boys in personal, social, edu-
cational and vocational interest
Plan trips of interest in the city and
outlying districts
Visit homes of boys to learn about
their home, school and church back-
ground
Use special service offered by the YMGA
as guidance department, dental clinic,
recreation and health department
Tell stories
Promote church attendance
Arrange physical examinations for boys
Conduct overnight trips

Leaders Responses (cont.) Program Items (oont.)
2k Encourage boys to affiliate with a
national 'Y' program such as Gra-Y,
Jr. Hi-Y, Hi-Y
2k Interest groups in giving aid to the
ViTorld Service program of the YICA
22 Make use of specialists, if you do
not possess the skills, for athletic
coaching, craftwork, nature study
and other special skills
22 Study findings on physical examina-
tion to know the health of each boy
Activities which get the least consideration from leaders are:
Leaders Responses Program Items
1$ Develop hobby skills
l5 Teach handwork, such as leatherwork,
metalwork and craftwork
1^ Utilize community resources as li-
braries, clinics, guidance centers
8 Teach nature lore
6 Arrange for debates
Considering activities in Column 17 which the leaders said are not
pertinent to YMCA group programs, the largest number of responses came from
^k per cent of the leaders* The listing goes down to 29 per cent.
Leaders Responses Program Items
U8 Arrange for debates
li7 Conduct religious programs
k2 Teach nature lore
3^ obtain speakers
^k Tell stories
33 Promote church attendance
31 Teach handwork such as leatherwork,
metalwork and craftwork
29 Develop hobby skills
29 Utilize community resources as li-
braries, clinics, guidance centers
26 Encourage boys to affiliate with -i
National 'Y' program such as Gra,-Y,
Jr. Hi-Y and Hi-Y

lou
Leaders Responses (cont.) Program Items (cont.)
26 Make use of specialists, if you do not
possess the skills, for athletic coach-
ing, craftwork, nature study and other
special skills
The following are regarded as not pertinent to their programs by less than
2$ per cent of the leaders.
Leaders Responses
21
20
17
17
16
16
15
lU
13
13
11
11
11
10
Program Items
Interest groups in giving aid to the
World Service program at the "Y"
Teach parliamentary procedure
Conduct overnight trips
Study findings on physical examinatiore
to know the health of each boy better
Plan trips of interest in the city and
outlying districts
Use special services offered by the
IMCA as guidance department, dental
clinic, recreation and health depart-
ment
Arrange enough equipment for athletic
program
Arrange physical examinations for boys
Encourage boys to learn how to swim
Keep a daily report of your 'Y' activi.
ties
Counsel boys in personal, social, edu-
cational and vocational interests
Handle disciplinary problems
Conduct group games in social recrea-
tion
Organize club program with the group
Leaders expressed their desire to include the following activities
which they were not carrying on in their programs. Twenty to fifty per cent
made responses in Column II,
Leaders Responses
I4I
36
Program Items
Study findings on physical examina-
tions to know the health of each boy
Conduct overnight trips

Leaders Responses (cont.) Program Items (cont.)
35
35
33
32
31
29
29
28
27
26
26
25
23
22
Visit homes of boys to learn about
their home, school and church back-
groiind
Develop hobby skills
Arrange physical examinations for boys
plan trips of interest in the city
and outlying districts
Interest groups in giving aid to the
World Service program of the 'Y'
Teach parliamentary procedure
Use special services offered by the
YMCA as guidance department, dental
clinic, recreation and health depart-
ment
Obtain speakers
Counsel boys in personal, social, edu-
cational and vocational interest
Encourage boys to affiliate with a
national 'Y' program such as Gra-Y,
Jr, Hi-Y, Hi-Y
Teach nature lore
Make use of specialists, if you do not
possess the skills, for athletic
coaching, craftwork, nature study and
other special skills
Familiarize yourself -with the neighbot-
hood from which members of your
group come
Teach ftandwork, such as leathervrork,
metalwork and craftwork
In relation to the question of the need for help from the supervisors,
the leaders' responses in Column III were very much scattered over the
thirty-one items. Only six items had frequency v/ritings of more than ten»
Twenty-one other items had ratings of ten or less. The top six items with
responses were:
Leaders Responses Program Items
Ik
13
13
Teach nature lore
Develop hobby skills
Interest groups in giving aid to the
World Service program of the Y
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Leaders Responses (cont.) Program Items (cont.)
12 Make use of specialists, if you do
not possess the skills, for athle-
tic coaching, craftvrork, nature
study and other special skills
11 Conduct overnight trips
11 Counsel boys in personal, social,
educational and vocational interest
Thirty activities not included in the original list were suggested by
25 leaders. The ten most significant were:
1. Encourage physical and financial aid to needy causes and people
2. Parents' visits to meetings each month
3. Long range club goals set up by club with leader »i help
k» Modern dancing
5» Informal discussions on inter-racial relations
6, Job placement for young boys and seniors
?• Visual aid (radio, manufacturing)
8, Social and vocational guidance
9. Indoctrination in democratic principles
10. Organize program for leadership development among the boys
Findings revealed by Supervisors.— Seven personality traits were
scored by supervisors in the Leader as a Person and three others in the
Leaders and His Program.
Due to the structural make-up of the Boys' Divisions of the Boston
YMCA and the friendly relationships between supervisors and leaders, the
halo effect was very marked in the ratings. They appeared more strongly in
small centers like Dorchester and West Roxbury than in a large Branch like
Huntington Avenue.
s
t

The students-in-trsiining who majored in supervision seemed to make
better Judgments than the Boys' Work Secretaries who did supervision as
only a part of their duties.
Most of the supervisors failed to support their judgments with written
evidence as provided for in the scales.
On a frequency scoring of average and above, the characteristics named
by the supervisors describe the present leaders in the following order:
Supervisors Responses Characteristics
82 Health
79 Likeability
78 Cooperation
77 Command respect
77 Emotional maturity
ik Attitude
7k Self direction
73 Alertness
71 Personal impression
69 Voice
On the below average rating, the following are significant as they
point out weaknesses in the leaders.
18 are considered as lacking in alertness.
17 have poor voice.
13 are lacking in self direction.
12 lack emotional maturity.
11 do not command respect.
10 make weak personal impressions,
7 do not cooperate well,
7 have poor attitudes.
6 do not possess good health.

On the understanding of programs and performance,-frequency ratings by-
supervisors on average and above give the following order of importance to
the items:
Supervisors Responses Items
78 Use of property and equipment
7h Understanding objectives and
p-urposes
69 Social understanding
62 Program planning
60 Use of program material
59 Record keeping
Leaders who were considered in the below average ratings fell down in
the follovdng categories.
19 were weak in use of program material.
18 did poor program planning.
16 lack social understanding.
15 kept poor records.
11 did not understand objectives and purposes.
5 were careless in the use of property and equipment
Reference is made in the Conclusions which follow to what seem to be
the most important of all these findings.
Conclusions
j possible action on findings ,— This thesis has pointed out the need foij
a much stronger policy in dealing with the leadership situation in the
;
Boys* Divisions. The "catch-as-catch can" and "take what we can get" atti-
tude is altogether too prevalent in the organization.
The effect of the principle of local autonomy and of decentralized
operation should be examined in this regard for the purpose of seeing

whether a centralized effort would not produce better results.
More direct attention should be given to the business of recruiting
and training the right kind of leaders for Group Education. This is es-
pecially true because of the negative attitude of so many leaders toward
religion in their programs. Either the objectives of the Y Boy Associates
should be changed or leaders be made more aware of the necessity of teach-
ing religion and democracy and be trained to do so.
Closer supervision is needed to emphasize the necessity of broadening
program understandings on the part of leaders. Too many of them seemed to
be content with routine performance and regarded the teaching of various
skills as unimportant. Many leaders also lacked vision in making use of
local
,
state and national resources for their club programs. Few leaders
expressed an interest beyond their immediate assignment.
More effort should be made on the part of Branch and Center Boys' Work
Committees in recruiting leaders from within the entire YMCA membership. A
few of the supervisors have mentioned that many of the best leaders "have
come up through the programs." This source of supply has not been very
thoroughly explored.
Formal leadership programs such as the Junior Leadership Course should
be extended and carried an for all leaders, coupled with in-service train-
ing. At present, the processes of personal coaching and supervisory over-
sight are too "occasional" and "irregular."
The schedule of the Boys' Work Secretaries, in most instances, should
be re-arranged so that they can give more time to directing these programs
and to supervising the leaders in their in-service training.

Better in-take processes should be established, especially at the point
of providing leaders vrith a job analysis, periodic evaluation of their
schedule and outline of documentation of their work from week to week.
As quickly as possible, standards should be determined as to the num-
ber of boys in a club and the number of leaders and groups to a supervisor.
A siifficient number of supervisors should then be recruited and trained to
give direction to group leaders.
The matter of tenure is most important and the turnover in leadership
is far too high. The 28 per cent figure of this year is somewhat better
than that of 19kO when 51 per cent of the leaders were shown to be in their
first year. On this point, the policies relating to the cooperative ar-
rangements with colleges and universities should be restricted. These field
students are nan assigned for only one school year period. It has been sug-
gested that all group work leaders of the Association should have an aver-
age leadership tenure of three years.
Further research should be made from the data obtained in making this
study not only in regard to tenure of service, but also in the fields of
the relation of the age of leaders to their groups, the number of hours per
week necessary for effective leadership and the educational background re-
quirements of the leaders.
Recommendations
Board action necessary,— With the foregoing findings and conclusion in
mind, it is evident that the implementation of them rests with the City-Wide
Boys* Work Board vdiich is the official directing body of the Boys* Work
l! Program of the Boston YMCA, It is therefore recommended:

That the City-Wide Boys' Work Board should review the findings of this
study, make them known to the local Boys' Work Committee and with those
Committees set up the necessary machinery to bring about improvement of the
leadership situation as indicated in this thesis.
I!
'
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APPEMDIX
1

Information from Boys' Work Secretaries
Boston YMCA
on
Recniiting, Training and Supervising Leaders
Do you have any policy?
Is it a -written one?
How do you handle your leadership question?
ia5
II* Does this policy include goals , standards
ship loads
,
qualifications (age and experience)?
A# How mai^ leaders do you have to recruit?
B# What courses in training do you have?
C. How many leaders do you assign to a Supervisor?
D. How many boys to a leader?
IHo How do you enroll a leader in your program?
A. Do you use a leaders' registration form?
(sample)
B. Do you interview each leader thoroughly?
leader-
C« Do you give him a job analysis to which he can refer?
D« Do you personally introduce him to all supervisors?
£• ll!ho determines a leader's qualifications?
IV* llilhat training methods do you use?
A* Regular leaders' meetings?
1. How often - regularly or occasionally?
B# Personal coaching on the job by the staff person?
1« How often - regularly or occasionally?

US
C» Do you use other people besides the staff for supervising?
If so, how many?
1. How many clubs do you give to each supervisor?
2. How often does he meet with his leaders?
Individually? ; group
3. How often does he visit clubs and other group activi-
ties?
k» Does he get reports of each club meeting from the
leader?
5. Does he confer with supervisor regularly?
D. Do you make resource material available for leaders?
V. What recognition do you give your leaders?
A. Free membership? -jhj-
B. Public awards?
C. Recognition by Boys* Work Committee?
D. Certificates?
VI» Do you keep a roster of leaders?
A, Is it up to date?
B» Is it always available for reference?
C« What does it contain?
1, Name Club assignment - age grouping
2« Age 6, Hours of service per week
3. Background - education ?• Years in service
k* How recruited
Secretary's Name Branch
Date
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Inq.uiry Form for YMCA Group Leaders
Leader's Name Age
YMCA Branch Date
Please check the age of your group ; Junior (9-II); Intermediate (l^-lk);
Senior (15-17).
Type of Group; Special Interest; Neighborhood; Mass Activity.
Instructions
Some of the common activities of YMCA Group Leaders are listed helow. Not all
activities are performed by any one Leader. Please check (s/) in Colximn I the
activities that you actually do or include in your club program.
In Column II will you check those activities, not checked in Column I, which you
would like to include in your program.
In Column III will you check the activities which you feel you could handle bettei^
if the YMCA provides resource material and leadership direction.
In Column IV will you check items that sire not pertinent to your program.
I ITEMS II III rv
1. Familiarize yourself with the neighborhood from
which members of your group come.
2.
T-'
Visit homes of boys to learn about their home,
school and church background.
Teach parliamentary procedure.
k. Conduct group games in Social Recreation.
5.
'iV
'87'
"9/
Coach boys in such sports as baseball, football,
basketball, track.
Tell stories.
Teach handwork, such as, leatherwork, metalwork,
craftwork.
Teach nature lore
.
Develop hobby skills.
10. Make use of specialists, if you do not possess the
skills, for athletic coaching, craftwork, natiire
study and other special skills.
il> Organize club program with the group.
Obtain speakers.
"13. Arrange for debates.
\h. Arrange Recreation periods.
15. Conduct Religious programs.
16. Promote church attendance.
IT, Interest groups in giving aid to the World Service
program of the 'Y'.
18. Plan trips of interest in the city and outlying
districts.
19. Conduct overnight trips.
20, [Handle disciplinary problems.

21.
I ITEMS II III I?
Utilize community resources as libraries, clinics,
guidance centers
.
22. Use special services offered by the YMCA as
guidance department, dental clinic, recreation
and health department.
25. Arrange physical exams for boys.
2h. Study findings on physical exam to know the
health of each boy better.
25. Counsel boys in personal, social, educational and
vocational interests.
26. Help the maladjusted boy to obtain satisfaction
from increased participation with others.
27. Encourage boys to learn how to swim.
28. Encourage boys to affiliate with a National
program, as Gra-Y, Jr. Hi-Y, Hi-Y.
29. Hold regular conferences with your Supervisor.
50. Keep a daily report of your 'Y' activities.
51. Arrange enough equipment for athletic program.
Please list below other activities which you include or would like to include in
your club program and check the columns that apply to each.
I ITEMS II III IV
1
3
III.
A RATING SCALE FOR SUPERVISORS
TO
EVALUATE GROUP LEADERS
Name of Supervisor Name of Leader_j
Please state length of time leader has v/orked under your supervision.
How long has he been a leader in the Yi4CA?
To the Supervisor: Please check each question at the point on the
scale which best expresses your evaluation of the
leader being rated. Include Vv^here possible brief
comments to support the rating given.
The Leader As A Person
If you have had insufficient opportunity to observe
,
please check here
1. What kind of a Vpersonal impression
does he make? 1 f I 1 ( )
1 2- 3 U 5
Makes poor Makes average Always ex-
impression. impression. tremely clean
&neat. Shows
excellent
taste
.
Evidence to support rating:
2. Does he command
confidence and
respect thru his
personality? 1 i 1 1 ( )12 3 4 5
Antagonizes Gets along Especially
& irritates reasonably friendly &
others. well. pleasing in
his rela-
tionships.
Evidence to support rating:

Is he emotion-
ally mature?
Easily
excitable
.
I
2 3
Usu&Iiy well
controlled
,
I
U 5
Well poised
even in dif-
ficult situa-
tions. Excel-
lent self-
control .
Evidence to support ratinsr:
How do other
people re^ct
to him? 1 1 I 1
1 2 3 4 5
Generally Liked by most V/ell liked by
avoided by people. Dis- everyone.
others
.
liked by a
few.
Evidence to support rating:
( )
Does he use his
voice effective-
ly? 1 ' 1 , 1
1 2 3 4 5
Speech creates Agreeable Both diction
unfavorable voice
.
& voice
impression. Quality & create most
Diction poor, strength favorable
voice harsh, good
.
impression.
irritating,
unpleasant
.
Evidence to support rating:
6
. How well does
he meet the
physical demands
,
i i
of his work? I i | j I ( )
1 2 3 4 5
Frequently Adequate Exceptionally
incapacitated, health. healthy.
Evidence to support rating:

7. What is his
attitude toward
his group? f 1
Inclined to
dominate
.
2 3
Encourages
member par-
ticipation
to some
extent
«
4 5
Encourages
member initia-
tiative and
participation
Gives guidance
when necessary.
( )
Evidence to support rating:
The Leader And His Program
Does he under-
stand the objec-
tives and pur-
poses of his
program?
Practically
not at all.
3 4 5
Has a fair Very intelli-
grasp of the gent under-
meaning of standing of
them. them.
( )
Evidence to support rating:
Does he make
effective use of
program materials?_
1
In a very
limited way.
2 3
Moderately
well
.
f
U 5
Makes excellent
use of wide
variety of
leisure material.
Evidence to support rating:

3. Are his programs
well planned
and executed? I
Poorly or-
ganized and
confused
.
Evidence to support rating:
2 3
Fairly well
planned k
executed
.
U 5
^ro2:rams al-
v;ays interest-
ing. Evidence
of much ca'"^"
ful planning.
Is he able to
direct his own
activities?
Inclined to
shirk res-
ponsibility .
Evidence to support rating:
2 3
\/orks cheer-
fully. Needs
occasional
help
,
5 I
A self -starter{
capable of }
self -directionj.
I
I
5. V/hat is his regard
for property and
equipment? (
Meeting place
disorderly;
neglects
equipment
.
Evidence to support iMting:'
2 3 k
Keeps neces-
sary equip-
ment in order.
I (
Excellent
care of equip-
ment & prop
erty. Makes
plans for
improving
both.
6. Is he alert in
discovering and
thinking thru
problems? 1 I
Rather slow
in his think-
ing.
2 3
Quite alert
& thorough.
Ir 5
Exceptionally
alert and
thorough.
Evidence to support rating:

Doss YiQ coopGrst©
wgH with his i
t
1
I isupervisors? 1
1 2 3 4 5
Very poorly. Fairly W3ll.. '""o a h-^'.ghly
sat "i 3 i'.T t ory
Evidence to support rstin^i
1
Are his program
records well kept?_
Very meager
& inadequate.
Generally
V7ell kept.
Unusually de- j
tailed and
I
concisely made(,
Evidence to support rating:
9. How adequately is
he able to handle
conflict situa-
tions arising with- i
in the group? I
1
m a very
limited way.
i
Able to size Extre;n'-^ly alert
up situations in dealing v/ith
fairly well. conflict situa-
tions.
Evidence to support rating:
10. Please state belov; (a) your overall rating of this leader and
(b) the particular kinds of help which you feel he needs to im-
prove the quality of service he renders.





